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Abstract
We present an efficient algorithm for one- and two-component relativistic exact-decoupling calcula-
tions. Spin-orbit coupling is thus taken into account for the evaluation of relativistically transformed
(one-electron) Hamiltonian. As the relativistic decoupling transformation has to be evaluated with
primitive functions, the construction of the relativistic one-electron Hamiltonian becomes the bottle-
neck of the whole calculation for large molecules. For the established exact-decoupling protocols, a
minimal matrix operation count is established and discussed in detail. Furthermore, we apply our
recently developed local DLU scheme [J. Chem. Phys. 136 (2012) 244108] to accelerate this step. With
our new implementation two-component relativistic density functional calculations can be performed
invoking the resolution-of-identity density-fitting approximation and (Abelian as well as non-Abelian)
point group symmetry to accelerate both the exact-decoupling and the two-electron part. The capa-
bility of our implementation is illustrated at the example of silver clusters with up to 309 atoms, for
which the cohesive energy is calculated and extrapolated to the bulk.
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I. INTRODUCTION
Relativistic quantum chemistry is essential to the proper understanding of the chemistry of
any element in the periodic table with high accuracy [1–11]. Especially in heavy and super-
heavy elements and their compounds, relativistic effects largely determine to their electronic
structures, properties and functions. The spin-orbit interaction is a relativistic effect, which
is very important for the calculation of spectroscopic constants (as, for example, in electron
spin resonance spectroscopy). The relativistic four-component approach, in which the electronic
Hamiltonian is constructed from one-electron Dirac operators and two-electron Coulomb(–Breit)
interaction operators, is able to provide very accurate results for chemical problems. However,
it suffers from the presence of pathologic negative-energy solutions and high computational cost.
To remove these drawbacks, a lower-cost relativistic electrons-only theory, which provides a so-
called two-component Hamiltonian from a unitary decoupling transformation, is desirable for
the description of molecular electronic structure.
Several relativistic two-component methods were developed in the past decades. One of
the widely used approaches is the second-order Douglas–Kroll–Hess method (DKH2) [12, 13].
It employs the free-particle Foldy–Wouthuysen (FW) [14] transformation as well as sequential
Douglas–Kroll [15] transformations to decouple the four-component Hamiltonian. Higher-order
[16–19] and even arbitrary-order [20–25] DKH methods have been developed. The zeroth-order
regular approximation (ZORA) [26–28] is another highly successful relativistic two-component
method. Within the ZORA framework, it is particularly easy to implement the calculation of
molecular properties; see Refs. [29, 30] for very recent examples and Ref. [31] for a review.
The Barysz–Sadlej–Snijders (BSS) [32–35] method aims at exact decoupling of the free-
particle-FW-transformed four-component Hamiltonian by a unitary operator of the form derived
in Ref. [36]. This method has also been called IODK (infinite-order Douglas–Kroll) [37–39]. Its
Hamiltonian matrix is usually obtained by solving an iterative equation. However, invoking
the free-particle FW transformation turns out to be not necessary for the construction of the
exact-decoupling transformation which has led to the formulation of a one-step protocol. The
pioneering work of this one-step transformation was provided by Dyall [40–44] in the form of the
so-called normalized elimination of the small component (NESC) approach. Later it was gener-
alized to the so-called X2C method by several groups [45–56]. In contrast to the BSS method,
the X2C Hamiltonian matrix is constructed non-iteratively. The DKH method is also able to
exactly decouple the four-component Hamiltonian matrix and this has been shown within the
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arbitrary-order approach [20–23, 25, 57]. For reviews of developments see Refs. [5, 6, 58–62]
The formal and numerical comparison of exact decoupling approaches was discussed in
Ref. [63] which focused on theoretical aspects. Recalling that the transformation should be per-
formed in the uncontracted basis representation, the cost of the relativistic part is much higher
than that of ordinary non-relativistic one-electron integral calculations for which contracted basis
functions can be used. As we will show in this article, the relativistic part becomes the bottleneck
of fast density functional theory (DFT) calculations especially in the two-component case (with-
out invoking the scalar-relativistic approximation). We focus on the efficient implementation of
relativistic two-component approaches with acceleration techniques in this article. The imple-
mentation details of exact-decoupling approaches have been spread over many different papers.
We present here the necessary details with uniform notation to describe our implementation.
Several techniques can be employed to improve the efficiency of constructing the relativistic
decoupling transformation. The scalar structure of two-component operator matrices are pre-
sented in detail in such a way that some matrix manipulations can be carried out at the scalar
level to avoid them at the general two-component level. The basis representation is chosen such
that some matrices are diagonal as multiplication with diagonal matrices is computational very
efficient. The decoupling transformation matrices are evaluated in the original basis to simplify
the further reuse of them. Symmetries of matrices are taken into account so that only the sym-
metrically unique entries require explicit construction. Other considerations such as point group
symmetries and local approximations are discussed as well.
The organization of this article is as follows. Section II provides the formulas of exact-
decoupling approaches with minimum computational effort as a constraint. In Section II, the
implementation details and acceleration schemes based on technical, symmetry, and physical
considerations are discussed. Numerical comparison of computation times and selected applica-
tions are presented in Section IV. Finally, concluding remarks are described in Sec. V.
II. FORMALISM
We first discuss the equations of relativistic exact-decoupling approaches focusing on how to
minimize the computational requirements for our implementation. The notation for bases and
matrices is as follows: Symbols formatted as M indicate real matrices in the basis of a set of
spin–free basis functions {λi}. Formatting asM denotes matrices in two-component (2c) spinor
space {χi}. For matrix representations of four-component (4c) operators we use split notation
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for large (L) and small (S) components explicitly if convenient. To keep the notation in some
places more compact, a notation like M is used to indicate a 4× 4 super-matrix representation
of a 4c operator.
The two-component electrons-only Hamiltonian is obtained from block-diagonalizing the four-
component (one-electron) Dirac equation (all expressions are given in atomic units; with the
energy measured in units of Hartree, EH)
 V T
T ( 1
4c2
W − T )



 C+L C−L
C+S C
−
S

 =

 S 0
0 1
2c2
T



 C+L C−L
C+S C
−
S



 ǫ+ 0
0 ǫ−

 (1)
V denotes the matrix representation of one-electron potential-energy operator (V) over two-
component spinor functions, T the non-relativistic kinetic energy matrix, S the overlap matrix,
andW the special relativistic potential matrix
Wij = 〈χi|~σ · ~pV~σ · ~p|χj〉 (2)
where ~σ denotes the vector of Pauli spin matrices, ~p the linear momentum vector operator, and
c the speed of light. Eq. (1) is the so-called modified Dirac equation [64], which is the matrix
Dirac equation employing the kinetic balance (KB) condition [64–69] for the small components’
basis set. The KB condition ensures that one can obtain variationally stable results. The
two-component electrons-only equation that is obtained from the parent Eq. (1) reads
H+C+ = SC+ǫ+. (3)
Note that the same metric S as in the non-relativistic Schro¨dinger-type equation is chosen. The
eigenvalues of Eq. (3) are identical to the positive energy eigenvalues of Eq. (1) if exact decoupling
has been achieved. The positive energy eigenvalues are identified by verifying ǫ+i + c
2 > 0 where
c2 represents the rest energy of an electron (in atomic units).
The two-component spinor functions {χi} are chosen as spin orbitals which are the direct
product of real scalar functions with spin functions {λi}⊗{α, β}. Such a choice reduces the cost
of basis orthogonalization since only real matrices are involved and different spins are decoupled.
I.e., only the standard real matrices S, T, and V are needed
S =

 S 0
0 S

 , T =

 T 0
0 T

 , V =

 V 0
0 V

 . (4)
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W is a general complex matrix with the off-diagonal terms being non-zero. But it can be
evaluated from four real matrices W0,Wx,Wy,Wz,
W =

 W0 + iWz Wy + iWx
−Wy + iWx W0 − iWz

 , (5)
where the individual real matrix elements read
W0ij = 〈λi|pxVpx + pyVpy + pzVpz|λj〉, (6a)
Wxij = 〈λi|pyVpz − pzVpy|λj〉, (6b)
W
y
ij = 〈λi|pzVpx − pxVpz|λj〉, (6c)
Wzij = 〈λi|pxVpy − pyVpx|λj〉. (6d)
W0 is a symmetric matrix and Wx,y,z are anti-symmetric matrices. If the scalar-relativistic
approximation is employed, one must neglect all terms that result from spin-orbit (SO) coupling
(i.e., Wx,y,z). Hence, the real matrices (S,T,V,W0) instead of complex 2c matrices can be
employed to evaluate the scalar-relativistic Hamiltonian matrix.
The two-component, electrons-only, one-electron Hamiltonian matrix is a matrix function of
the above-mentioned matrices,
H =H(S,T ,V ,W ). (7)
and no additional matrices of integrals are required for its evaluation apart from those just
mentioned (we removed the superscript ’+’ from here on since we do not discuss the Hamiltonian
for negative energy solutions). The decoupling transformation matrices UL and US can also be
obtained during the Hamiltonian construction procedure. They are necessary for a later picture-
change transformation of property integrals as well as for the construction of local decoupling
transformations. The explicit decoupling transformation step to yield H reads
H =
(
UL,† US,†
) V T
T ( 1
4c2
W − T )



 UL
US

 . (8)
As the decoupling transformation yields not only the Hamiltonian matrix but also the metric
matrix in Eq. (3), the following equation
S =
(
UL,† US,†
) S 0
0 1
2c2
T



 UL
US

 (9)
is satisfied as well. This is the so-called renormalization condition which ensures that the rela-
tivistic Hamiltonian matrix is diagonalized with the same metric as in the non-relativistic case.
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Note that the basis contraction should be performed after the relativistic matrixH was evalu-
ated, because the contraction of 4c spinors to efficiently describe the electronic orbitals requires
very different contraction coefficients for large and small components. The same contraction
scheme for both large and small components’ bases (obeying the KB condition) cannot provide
a reliable description for 4c spinors. Thus, all input matrices (S,T ,V ,W ) should be calculated
using primitive functions instead of contracted functions.
A. The X2C approach
The X2C method employs an X-operator–based formula
UX2C =


1√
1 +X†X
−X† 1√
1 +XX†
X 1√
1 +X†X
1√
1 +XX†

 , (10)
for the exact decoupling unitary transformation. Replacing the X operator by its matrix repre-
sentation in Eq. (10) yields the ‘matrix representation’ of the X2C decoupling transformation.
However, this is valid only if orthonormal basis functions are employed. The atom-centered
Slater-type orbitals or Gaussian functions commonly used as bases for molecular calculations
do not form an orthogonal set. Therefore, a matrix X2C decoupling transformation in a non-
orthogonal basis was proposed [55]. With this non-orthogonal scheme, one must diagonalize the
four-component Dirac equation using a non-unit metric, i.e. solving Eq. (1), which requires a
solver for a generalized eigenvalue problem. However, the faster standard eigenvalue solver (with
unit metric) can be employed if an orthonormal representation is adopted. Since the overlap
matrix S and kinetic-energy-operator matrix T is composed of two identical real matrices as
shown in Eq. (4), one can diagonalize the real matrices S and T instead of the larger metric
matrix of Eq. (1) to obtain orthonormalized basis functions.
In our implementation, we diagonalize the kinetic-energy-operator matrix T with metric S
using a real symmetric generalized eigenvalue solver
TK = SKt, (11)
where t denotes the diagonal matrix of eigenvalues. Note that this step is also the first one in a
standard DKH procedure [18]. The basis transformation of the T matrix in the four-component
equation is simplified since T is diagonal in the K-eigenfunction space. The eigenvector matrix
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K has the following properties
K†SK = I and K†TK = t. (12)
In the following discussion, it is convenient to introduce a diagonal matrix p (=
√
2t) which can
be understood as the momentum eigenvalue matrix of the K-eigenfunctions. The 2c momentum-
operator matrix p is obtained by duplicating the scalar p to both spin components.
The non-unit metric of Eq. (1) is then eliminated using the following basis transformation
matrix
K =

K 0
0 2cKp−1

 , where K =

 K 0
0 K

 . (13)
However, the explicit construction of the matrix K is not required. What we actually need is
the 4c Hamiltonian matrix in the orthonormal-basis representation
H
p = K†HK = K†

 V T
T ( 1
4c2
W − T )

K =

 V˜ cp
cp (W˜ − 2c2)

 , (14)
where
V˜ =K†V K, (15)
and
W˜ = p−1K†WKp−1. (16)
Matrix multiplications to obtain V˜ are not performed at the 2c level since V˜ has the same
decoupled block-diagonal structure as that in Eq. (4). Only the scalar term K†VK is needed to
construct V˜ . For the special relativistic potential matrix W˜ , four real matrices
W˜q = p−1K†WqKp−1, q in {0, x, y, z}, (17)
are required, and W˜ is obtained using the form in Eq. (5) with Wq replaced by W˜q.
Once the basis functions are converted to the orthonormal-basis representation, a standard
hermitian eigenvalue solver can be employed to diagonalize the 4c Hamiltonian matrix
H
p

 C+L′
C+S′

 =

 C+L′
C+S′

 ǫ+, (18)
where we only consider the positive energy solutions. Since a basis transformation was applied,
the ‘large’ (L′) and ‘small’ (S ′) components are no longer the original large and small components
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of the modified Dirac equation, but they are connected by the transformation matrix K. The
matrix representation of the X ′ operator, which converts the large component to the small
component in the orthonormal-basis representation, is evaluated from the coefficients of positive
energy solutions
X ′ = C+S′
(
C+L′
)−1
. (19)
The renormalization matrix R′ is obtained as follows
R′ = (I +X ′†X ′)−
1
2 , (20)
where 1/2 denotes the principle square root of a positive-definite matrix. ‘Principle’ means that
the positive roots instead of negative roots were chosen to compute the square root of a matrix.
It is simple to verify that I +X ′†X ′ is positive-definite. R′ is therefore uniquely defined. The
final relativistic electrons-only Hamiltonian matrix then reads
H = (R′K−1)†
(
V˜ + cpX ′ + cX ′†p+X ′†(W˜ − 2c2)X ′
)
R′K−1, (21)
where K−1 is the back transformation to original basis representation.
To calculate the picture-change correction of property operators or employ the local relativistic
approximation [70], one needs to store the decoupling transformation matrices in the original
basis representation for further use. The X2C decoupling transformation matrices are calculated
as follows
ULX2C = KR
′K−1, (22a)
USX2C = 2cKp
−1X ′R′K−1. (22b)
With Eqs. (12) and (20) one can verify that the renormalization condition Eq. (9) is satisfied with
the X2C decoupling transformation matrices. The above formula seems very different compared
to the expression in our previous implementations [55, 63, 71]
ULX2C = S
− 1
2
(
S−
1
2 (S +
1
2c2
X†TX)S−
1
2
)− 1
2
S
1
2 , (23a)
USX2C = XU
L
X2C, (23b)
which employs the X matrix defined in the original non-orthogonal basis representation. How-
ever, these two forms can be shown to be equivalent (see Appendix A). We adopt the form of
Eq. (22) which employs the X ′ matrix in orthonormal-basis representation, because it is more
efficient and requires fewer matrix manipulations.
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B. The BSS approach
In the BSS approach, the free-particle FW transformation in addition to the orthonormal
transformationK is applied to obtain the four-component Hamiltonian matrix to be diagonalized.
The free-particle FW transformation U0 features four diagonal block matrices,
U0 =

 UA0 UB0
−UB0 UA0

 =


√
E0 + c
2
2E0
√
E0 − c2
2E0
−
√
E0 − c2
2E0
√
E0 + c
2
2E0

 , (24)
with E0 =
√
c2p2 + c4. It is then applied to yield a transformed four-component Hamiltonian
matrix H0
H
0 = U†0K
†
HKU0 =

 UA0 V˜ UA0 +UB0 W˜UB0 +E0 − c2 UA0 V˜ UB0 −UB0 W˜UA0
UB0 V˜ U
A
0 −UA0 W˜UB0 UB0 V˜ UB0 +UA0 W˜UA0 −E0 − c2

 .
(25)
Since U0 is a unitary matrix, it preserves the orthonormality condition. H
0 is then diagonalized
by a standard hermitian eigenvalue solver. The eigenvalue equation has the same structure as
Eq. (18) with labels L′ and S ′ replaced by L′′ and S ′′. TheX ′′ matrix in this basis representation
is obtained by Eq. (19) with same label replacement.
Next, the exact-decoupling BSS transformation
U1 =


1√
I +X ′′†X ′′
−X ′′† 1√
I +X ′′X ′′†
X ′′ 1√
I +X ′′†X ′′
1√
I +X ′′X ′′†

 , (26)
which has the same structure as the exact-decoupling transformation UX2C, is applied. After
the exact decoupling BSS transformation has been carried out, the Hamiltonian matrix is back-
transformed to the original non-orthogonal basis representation
H = (K−1)†U†1H
0
U1K
−1. (27)
However, only the electronic (upper-left) part of the 4c matrix H needs to be evaluated. In
applying the above transformation, we discard the second column of U1 in Eq. (26) and replace
K by K. The BSS decoupling transformation matrices ULBSS and U
S
BSS read
ULBSS = K(U
B
0 X
′′ +UA0 )R
′′K−1, (28a)
USBSS = 2cKp
−1(UA0 X
′′ −UB0 )R′′K−1, (28b)
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where R′′ denotes (I +X ′′†X ′′)−
1
2 .
Comparing to the X2C approach, the BSS approach requires a few more matrix multiplica-
tions. The off-diagonal terms of the X2C Hamiltonian matrix Hp are diagonal matrices, while
the ones in the BSS Hamiltonian matrix H0 are not. It then requires more matrix multiplications
to take into account the non-diagonal feature. Furthermore, the BSS decoupling transformation
matrices are composed of more terms than the X2C expression in Eq. (22). This, of course,
introduces more matrix multiplications in an implementation.
C. The DKH approach
The DKH approach requires the free-particle FW transformation as the initial transformation
[20] to obtain the transformed Hamiltonian matrix H0, which is composed of even terms (i.e.,
diagonal terms, denoted as E) and odd terms (i.e., off-diagonal terms, denoted as O) with the
subscripts denoting the order in the external potential V
H
0 =

 E0 − c2 0
0 −E0 − c2

+

 E1 O1
O
†
1 E
′
1

 . (29)
Subsequent decoupling transformations are expressed as
U
(n) =
n∏
k=1
Uk (30)
with the generalized parametrization of the Uk [18],
Uk =
[n/k]∑
i=0
ak,iW
i
k =
[n/k]∑
i=0
ak,i

 0 Wk
−W †k 0


i
, (31)
in terms of anti-hermitian matrix operators Wk. Here, n is the order of the DKH expansion. To
keep the convention for the anti-hermitian matrix consistent with the literature, the same letter
’W ’ is used in this subsection, while noting that it is not the relativistic potential-energy integral
defined in Eq. (5). The polynomial cost algorithm [25] for the evaluation of the anti-hermitian
matrices Wk and for the DKH Hamiltonian was employed. For the different parametrization
schemes of the Uk [18], the exponential parametrization was chosen since it requires the lowest
number of matrix multiplications [25].
However, the number of matrix multiplications can be further reduced by two considerations.
On the one hand, the intermediate operator products which do not contribute to the final DKH
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Hamiltonian can be neglected. For example, in the k-th step the Wk matrix is multiplied to an
intermediate Ml of order l in the external potential. If k + 2l > n ≥ k + l and Ml is even, the
multiplication with Wk can be skipped. Because the intermediate term, which is the product
of Wk and Ml, is odd and then does not contribute to the n-th order DKH Hamiltonian. The
further multiplication to Wk yields an even matrix but goes beyond n-th order. Furthermore,
the DKH Hamiltonian matrix is taken from the upper part of the 4c matrix while the lower
part (which is not identical to the upper part in our algorithm) is not required. For instance,
if k + l = n and Ml is odd, the product with Wk, of course, contributes to the final DKH
Hamiltonian but the matrix multiplications to obtain the lower part result can be neglected.
On the other hand, the symmetry of the matrices can be exploited. Noting that the odd ma-
trices O are hermitian and W are anti-hermitian. The algorithm of exponential parametrization
requires the evaluation of their commutator


 0 W
−W † 0

 ,

 0 O
O† 0



 =

WO† + (WO†)† 0
0 −W †O − (W †O)†

 . (32)
According to the above equation, two instead of four matrix multiplications of 2c matrices are
enough to evaluate the commutator. For example, the upper part is the sum of WO† and its
hermitian transpose which does not require the computation of its matrix product form OW †.
The commutator of W with even matrices E reads


 0 W
−W † 0

 ,

E 0
0 E′



 =

 0 WE′ −EW
(WE′ −EW )† 0

 . (33)
The lower part is just the conjugate transpose of the upper part and thus does not need explicit
construction. Therefore, only {O,W ,E,E′} need to be calculated and stored in the DKH-
Hamiltonian evaluation procedure.
With these considerations for the reduction of the computational cost, the number of 2c matrix
multiplications required for the construction of the DKH Hamiltonian of orders from 2 to 14 are
listed in Table I. The corresponding data without these considerations is taken from Ref. [25].
It is evident from Table I that the number of matrix multiplications is significantly decreased.
The number of multiplications for lower-order DKH is surprisingly small. For example, DKH2
requires only one and DKH3 requires three more. The explicit simplified formulas for DKH2
and DKH3 are
E2 =
1
2
(W1O
†
1 + c.t.), (34)
E3 =
1
2
(
W1(W1E1 −E′1W1)† + c.t.
)
, (35)
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where c.t. denotes the conjugate transpose of the former term. Since W1 is evaluated from O1
multiplying with kinematic factors, it does not require a matrix multiplication. It is then clear
that only one matrix multiplication is necessary for DKH2 and four are necessary for DKH3
(noting HDKH3 =
∑3
i=0Ei − c2).
TABLE I: Number of matrix multiplications P (n) required for the evaluation of DKHn Hamiltonians
with an exponential parametrization of the unitary transformation. The right column shows the actual
operation count established in this work.
n Ref. [25] this work
2 8 1
3 16 4
4 36 9
5 56 17
6 96 26
7 136 38
8 200 55
9 264 79
10 360 104
11 448 132
12 576 169
13 700 217
14 860 266
If n is large (strictly, if it approaches infinity), exact decoupling is achieved. Usually, a very
low value for n is sufficient for calculations of relative energies and valence-shell properties. With
the DKH decoupling transformation written as
U
(n) =

 U (n),LL U (n),LS
U (n),SL U (n),SS

 , (36)
ULDKH and U
S
DKH read
ULDKH = K(U
B
0 U
(n),SL +UA0 U
(n),LL)R′′K−1, (37a)
USDKH = 2cKp
−1(UA0 U
(n),SL −UB0 U (n),LL)R′′K−1. (37b)
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Since only LL and SL components of U(n) are required, computations needed for the evaluation
of other components can be neglected.
III. IMPLEMENTATION
The number of matrix operations necessary for the implementation of different two-component
approaches presented in Section II has been collected in Table II (for comparison, we provide the
operation count for the scalar-relativistic variants in Table III). Because the multiplication
with diagonal matrices requires much fewer multiplications of numbers than the ordinary matrix
multiplication, it is not counted in Table II. The multiplication of a general matrix with a
diagonal matrix requires O(M2) multiplications of numbers, where M denotes the dimension of
the matrix, while the scaling of the multiplication of two general matrices is formally O(M3). If
M is large, the cost of the former case is negligible.
TABLE II: Number of matrix operations necessary for the implementation of two-component relativistic
exact-decoupling approaches. N denotes the number of scalar basis functions. P(n) is given in Table I.
Operation Dimension Type X2C BSS DKHn
Diagonalization N Real 1 1 1
Diagonalization 2N Complex 1 1 0
Diagonalization 4N Complex 1 1 0
Inversion N Real 1 1 1
Inversion 2N Complex 1 1 0
Multiplication N Real 10 10 10
Multiplication 2N Complex 11 14 2+P(n)
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TABLE III: Number of matrix operations necessary for the implementation of scalar relativistic exact-
decoupling approaches. N denotes the number of scalar basis functions. Note that all matrices are real
in this case. P(n) is given in Table I.
Operation Dimension X2C BSS DKHn
Diagonalization N 2 2 1
Diagonalization 2N 1 1 0
Inversion N 2 2 1
Multiplication N 15 18 6+P(n)
Besides matrix multiplication, matrix diagonalization and inversion are required. Both of
them are also of O(M3) cost. As we can see from Table II, the X2C and BSS approach require
the same five different types of matrix diagonalization and inversion, while the DKH approach
requires only two of them. The commonly used two operations are matrix diagonalization of
dimension N , which is used for basis orthonormalization as in Eq. (11), and matrix inversion of
dimension N which is the calculation of the inverse basis transformation matrix K−1. N denotes
the number of scalar basis functions.
Both the X2C and BSS approach employ a 4c eigenvalue equation to obtain the so-called X
matrix, a 4N -dimensional complex matrix diagonalization is then needed for both of them. The
complex matrix inversion of dimension 2N is employed to calculate theX matrix using Eq. (19).
The remaining 2N -dimensional complex matrix diagonalization computes the inverse square root
of a hermitian matrix and it is the main effort in the calculation of the renormalization matrix
R according to Eq. (20). The procedure is illustrated as follows. Given the hermitian matrix A,
its eigenvectors and eigenvalues are contained in C and in the diagonal matrix a, respectively,
AC = Ca. (38)
The inverse (principle) square root of the matrix A is then computed by
A−
1
2 = Ca−
1
2C†. (39)
The ten real matrix multiplications that are commonly required for our implementation of all
exact-decoupling approaches are the orthonormal basis transformation of five potential-energy
matrices
K†AK, with A in {V,W0,Wx,Wy,Wz}. (40)
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The number of 2c complex matrix multiplications is different for different approaches. The BSS
approach differs from the X2C approach only in this term. It requires three more than the
X2C approach since the off-diagonal parts of its 4c Hamiltonian matrix are not diagonal. For
the DKH approach, the number of 2c complex matrix multiplications depends on the order of
the expansion. As we discussed in Section II, it could be a very small number, for instance
it is only three for DKH2. Consequently, the low-order DKH method is much faster than the
X2C method. The numerical comparison of computation times for different approaches will be
presented in Section IV.
If the scalar approximation (neglecting spin-orbit coupling terms) is employed, Table II would
become quite different. The operation count for the scalar-relativistic variants is given in Table
III. Firstly, all complex numbers become real since one could employ real basis functions and the
Hamiltonian operators are real as well. Thus, only real matrix operations are required. Secondly,
spin symmetry can be used so that dimensions of all 2c and 4c matrices are reduced by half.
Finally, since the spin-orbit components of the relativistic potential matrices (Wx,Wy,Wz) are
neglected, the number of matrix multiplications required for the orthonormal basis transforma-
tion is then decreased from ten to four.
A. Acceleration schemes
Apparently, the evaluation of the relativistic Hamiltonian matrix requires only few matrix
multiplications. Hence, it should be computationally less demanding than the self-consistent
field (SCF) iterations. However, the basis functions must be used in uncontracted form during
the relativistic set-up. The dimension of relativistic matrices is then much larger than that of
Fock matrices in a contracted basis. The calculation of the relativistic one-electron Hamiltonian
can thus become the bottleneck of a whole calculation, especially in the case of heavily contracted
basis functions and fast DFT techniques employed for SCF calculations. Therefore, methods to
accelerate the calculation of the relativistic transformation must be taken into account.
Of course, parallelization can be employed to reduce the computation time using multi-
processor or multi-core hardware. This could be simply achieved by integrating a parallel library
for matrix algebra since almost all cost of the relativistic transformations are carried out by
matrix manipulations. However, it is efficient only if the dimension of matrices is large.
Many symmetries can be exploited for quantum chemical calculations, some of them can
also be applied to the relativistic transformation. First of all, Hamiltonian matrices and some
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intermediate matrices are hermitian or real symmetric. Therefore, special matrix routines which
take the matrix symmetry into account can be invoked to reduce the computational cost. For
molecules having point group symmetries, relativistic transformations are performed within each
irreducible representation. The matrix block of two different irreducible representations is always
zero and can thus be skipped. We present the implementation details of point group symmetry
in the next subsection.
Time reversal symmetry, which is a reminiscence of the double occupation of spatial orbitals in
non-relativistic theory, can be exploited for two-component calculations. In order to exploit this
symmetry, Kramers pairs, which are connected by the time reversal operator, must be employed
as basis. An operator in a Kramers-paired basis has the following structure
 A B
−B∗ A∗

 , (41)
where A and B are general complex matrices. One can only store the upper part of the above
time-reversal symmetric matrix and the lower part can be generated on-the-fly when required.
Time reversal symmetry is fully compatible with the double point group symmetry, i.e., one can
simultaneously exploit both point group symmetry and time reversal symmetry, see Refs. [72, 73]
for details. Time reversal symmetry reduces the computational cost by half.
Acceleration schemes discussed above are methods without any loss of accuracy. Based on
physical considerations, very small quantities can be neglected to accelerate the calculation at
the cost of a negligible loss of accuracy. For example, an integral involving two distant atoms
is usually very close to zero. We can then introduce an approximation to neglect such small
terms. The relativistic effect is roughly proportional to Z2 where Z is the atomic number of the
elements under consideration. Therefore, applying the relativistic transformation only for heavy
atoms of a molecule should be reasonable and was studied in the diagonal local approximation to
the one-electron Hamiltonian (DLH) [70, 74–76]. However, the DLH approximation completely
neglects the relativistic corrections to atom–other-atom terms and might not be accurate enough.
We have proposed the diagonal local approximation to the unitary transformation (DLU) [70]
instead, which takes into account the relativistic treatment of the atom–other-atom terms with
excellent accuracy. A similar local approximation was developed for the BSS transformation of
one-electron [77] and two-electron [78] operators. By contrast, the DLU scheme was developed
and applied to the X2C, BSS, and DKH approaches.
The idea of the DLU approximation is to approximate the decoupling transformation matrices
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UL and US as the direct sum of atomic blocks only,
UL =
⊕
A
ULAA, (42a)
US =
⊕
A
USAA, (42b)
in such a way that a block-diagonal approximation to the unitary matrix is obtained where A
labels the atom-centered basis functions of a specific atom A. The atomic components of the
decoupling transformation matrices are evaluated within each atomic block of atom-centered
basis functions
U
L,S
AA = U
L,S(SAA,TAA,VAA,WAA), (43)
employing the same relativistic matrix function with different input of atomic matrices. In con-
trast to the relativistic transformation at full molecular dimension, only small pieces of the input
matrices are required. The cost of the relativistic transformation is decreased significantly by
the DLU approximation, especially if the number of atoms is large. The matrix functions, i.e.,
the construction of the relativistic Hamiltonian matrix and decoupling transformation matrices,
are as discussed in Section II. Therefore, all relativistic decoupling approaches are compatible
with the DLU approximation. The final molecular Hamiltonian matrix is obtained by apply-
ing the DLU decoupling transformation Eq. (42) using Eq. (8). One can further reduce the
computational cost by invoking the non-relativistic approximation (setting atomic decoupling
transformation matrices to identity matrices) to all light atoms such as hydrogen [70]. The
neighboring-atomic-blocks approximation can be used to achieve linear scaling [70]. It turns
out that these approximations can be expected to give negligible errors [70] (but see also the
discussion below).
B. Exploitation of point group symmetry
Exploitation of molecular point group symmetry is one of the prominent features in Turbo-
mole [79]. Large computational savings are achieved in the SCF loop by, e.g., the restriction to
non-redundant grid points for the DFT part, non-redundant basis and auxiliary basis functions
in the Coulomb part, and further by the usage of symmetry adapted basis functions, which
allows for blocking according to irreducible representations. On the other hand, in this way the
relativistic transformation procedure may easily become the time-dominating step for symmet-
ric molecules, unless symmetry is exploited also there, e.g., by employing symmetry adapted
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combinations (SAOs) of the primitive basis functions (AOs). This is organized as follows.
At first, the transformation AO-SAO coefficients cAS for primitive functions are obtained
by routines already existing in Turbomole, which construct symmetry-adapted shells from
symmetry-non-redundant shells and their symmetry images by means of elementary group the-
ory. Next, matrices S and W are calculated in the AO basis and transformed to the SAO
basis with those coefficients. In this way, a block-diagonal form is obtained (matrix elements of
basis functions belonging to different irreducible representations are zero), and the relativistic
transformation procedure can be carried out in the SAO basis for each block separately. This
yields the relativistic one-electron contributions, HSS, as a block-diagonal matrix in the basis of
symmetry adapted primitive basis functions. The transformation to the contracted basis used
in the rest of the program has to be done in the (not symmetry adapted) AO basis, so HSS has
to be transformed to HAA. For this, the inverse coefficients c
−1
AS are needed,
c−1AS = S
−1
SSSSA. (44)
For this purpose the overlap matrix calculated in the basis of primitive basis functions, SAA,
has to be transformed to the SAO basis leading to a block-diagonal form, SSS. The inversion
is carried out for each block separately. The resulting matrix, S−1SS , is multiplied by SSA, the
(non-inverted) overlap matrix with only one index transformed to the SAO basis. It has to
be noted that the resulting coefficient matrix c−1AS is by far not as sparse as cAS. Thus, the
cheapest way for the transformation from HAA to HSS are ordinary matrix multiplications. In
this transformation step symmetry is not exploited, but as demonstrated below, it is cheaper
than the steps to obtain HSS even for point groups of high order.
IV. RESULTS AND DISCUSSION
The relativistic exact-decoupling approaches with the consideration of minimum computa-
tional requirement discussed in Section II have been implemented into the Turbomole [79]
program package. The implementation includes both two-component and scalar versions. Point
group symmetries are available for scalar-relativistic calculations, while the double point group
and time reversal symmetries have not yet been implemented for the two-component case. For
local relativistic approximations, both DLH and DLU can be used, although DLU for all atoms
is the default local scheme. Since a finite nucleus model has not been implemented yet, the point
charge nuclei are used throughout. The speed of light was set to 137.0359895 atomic units.
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A. Basis sets
The exact decoupling approaches require all-electron basis sets, which in particular for heavier
elements may significantly differ from non-relativistic sets. For the desired application involving
silver clusters of more than 300 atoms we decided to derive an appropriate double-zeta basis set
from a non-relativistic all-electron basis optimized for the d10s1 state some years ago, SVPalls1
[80], with the contraction pattern {633311/5331/53}. For better comparability with the results
obtained with a double-zeta basis used in combination with a Dirac–Hartree–Fock (dhf) effective
core potential (ECP) [81], dhf-SV(P) [82], the contraction pattern for the d shells was changed
to {5211}. Exponents and contraction coefficients were optimized simultaneously by repeated
calculation of numerical gradients of the restricted open-shell X2C/Hartree–Fock total energy
followed by a relaxation procedure. The most diffuse p-function which corresponds to the unoc-
cupied 5p orbital was kept fixed. For the two-component calculations a (1p1d)/[4p1d] {-/4/1} set
was added, which was optimized in the same manner, but by minimizing the total Hartree–Fock
energy obtained within the two-component formalism. Resolution-of-the-identity (RI) density-
fitting techniques [83] dramatically improve the efficiency of two-electron integral calculations,
but require sets of auxiliary functions fitting the products of (orbital) basis functions. Typi-
cal errors of carefully preoptimized sets amount to several ten µEH in atomic calculations. For
molecules, RI errors are smaller by about one order of magnitude than those of orbital basis sets.
This accuracy is achieved for the auxiliary basis fitted for the Ag double-zeta orbital bases, when
completely decontracting the first s function. The original auxiliary basis is available from the
internet [84], it is constructed from the def2-SVP auxiliary basis [85] by adding a (1s)/[18s] set.
The orbital basis (rSV(P)alls1), the patch for two-component calculations (entire basis termed
rSV(P)-2c), and the auxiliary basis are available as supplementary material [86], as well as two
large even-tempered basis sets, one to be used in connection with the dhf-ECP,(16s16p13d4f2g),
and one for the all-electron calculations, (43s31p20d4f2g).
B. Numerical comparison of computation times
The computation times on the Intel Xeon E5430 central processing unit (CPU) (serial version,
one core) for the different relativistic decoupling approaches are compared at the example of the
Ag13 cluster. 119 primitives were contracted to 46 basis functions for each Ag atom. The
dimension of the matrices involved in the setup of the relativistic one-electron Hamiltonian is
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then roughly three times the dimension of the matrices used in the SCF iterations such as the
Fock matrix. For the two-component calculation, both dimensions are doubled if no symmetries
were considered. To illustrate the relative cost of the relativistic transformation in a whole
calculation, two types of SCF calculations were performed. One is a standard Hartree–Fock
calculation, the other one is DFT (with the BP86 functional [87, 88]) in combination with the
resolution of the identity approximation.
TABLE IV: Computation times (in seconds) of Ag13 for the evaluation of relativistic Hamiltonians and
for one SCF iteration within a scalar-relativistic approach. HF-SCF and DFT-SCF denote a single
SCF iteration of a Hartree–Fock and DFT/RI calculation, respectively. 46 contracted basis functions
from 119 primitives were employed for each Ag atom.
Spin-Orbit no no no yes yes
Symmetry C1 C1 Ih C1 C1
Local Approximation none DLU none none DLU
DKH2 11.3 1.3 1.4 178.0 13.2
DKH3 14.5 1.3 1.6 358.0 14.0
DKH4 19.8 1.4 2.3 669.8 15.3
DKH5 28.2 1.6 3.2 1169.5 12.9
DKH6 38.4 1.8 4.4 1713.1 15.2
DKH7 51.2 2.1 5.9 2456.8 22.9
DKH8 69.7 2.4 7.9 3456.2 27.3
DKH9 95.3 2.9 10.7 4901.7 33.5
X2C 69.2 2.2 5.6 1707.5 21.0
BSS 71.0 2.2 5.8 1861.3 21.6
HF-SCF 151.0 151.0 3.2 310.9 310.9
DFT-SCF 5.7 5.7 0.2 22.4 22.4
The computation times for the evaluation of relativistic Hamiltonians and for one SCF iter-
ation step are presented in Table IV. We see that the computation of the X2C Hamiltonian is
slightly faster than the BSS Hamiltonian since three additional matrix multiplications are re-
quired for the BSS approach as is evident from Table II. For scalar calculations, the computation
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time of the X2C Hamiltonian is very close to that of DKH8, which has been observed before [63].
The fastest DKH2 approach is about five times faster than that of the X2C approach (for the
setup of the one-electron Hamiltonian). Comparing to the computation times of SCF iterations,
one Hartree–Fock iteration is about twice as expensive as the X2C transformation. Because
several tens of iterations are usually required to obtain converged results, the SCF iterations
dominate the whole computation time in the Hartree–Fock case, while the RI-DFT calculations
are much faster (only 5.7 seconds for one SCF iteration). The calculation of the relativistic
one-electron Hamiltonian thus becomes dominating in the DFT case. However, the computation
time can be dramatically reduced by the DLU approximation. The point group symmetry can
be exploited in scalar-relativistic calculations, and Ih is the maximum symmetry. As one can
see from Table IV, computation times for both the relativistic transformation and the SCF are
then reduced by almost the same factor.
In the two-component case, the calculation of the relativistic one-electron Hamiltonian be-
comes much slower than in the scalar case. The formal ratio of two-component to scalar-
relativistic transformation is 32. The doubled dimension of matrices contributes a factor of
eight and the multiplication of complex numbers contributes another factor of four. The actual
ratios for different relativistic approaches resemble the formal ratio. The computation time of the
X2C Hamiltonian is very close to that of DKH6. But DKH2 is ten times faster than X2C in this
two-component case. The computational cost for the calculation of the relativistic one-electron
Hamiltonian shows a dramatic increase from scalar to two-component, while the SCF time is
only slightly increased. This is due to several factors. The required primitive repulsion integrals
are the same as in the SCF stage, the electron density is always real, and time-reversal symmetry
had been used in the two-component SCF calculations. The two-component relativistic Hamil-
tonian construction is now the bottleneck of the whole calculation. For example, the evaluation
of the two-component X2C Hamiltonian requires about 100 times more computation time than
one DFT-SCF iteration. One therefore has to make use of the local relativistic approximation.
If the DLU approximation is employed, the computation time of the relativistic transformation
can be reduced roughly by a factor of 1/L2 where L denotes the number of atoms. The con-
struction of the relativistic one-electron Hamiltonian is then no longer the bottleneck. However,
the DKH2 approach can be used even without the DLU approximation, since its computation
time is comparable to the SCF iteration in both the scalar and the two-component case.
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C. Application: Cohesive energy of AgL Clusters
We begin this section with the assessment of the quality of the basis sets in atomic DFT cal-
culations (BP86, medium gridsize (m3)). Then, the influence of SO coupling, density functional,
size of the numerical grid in DFT, basis set superposition error, and of Jahn–Teller distortions
is studied for octahedral Ag13. Finally, calculations of octahedral and icosahedral AgL clusters
with L=55, 147, and 309 atoms are presented (see Fig. 1 for a pictorial presentation of these
silver clusters). Calculated cohesive energies of the clusters are extrapolated to the bulk value
and the performance of the different techniques (full X2C with/without symmetry exploitation,
local X2C) is demonstrated and discussed.
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FIG. 1: Pictorial presentation of octahedral (left) and icosahedral (right) AgL cluster structures with
L=13, 55, 147, and 309.
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TABLE V: Basis set errors for the electronic BP86 energy of the Ag atom (gridsize m3) in EH. For
details concerning bases and RI-J auxiliary bases see text and supplementary material. In case of the
all-electron calculations ’1c’ denotes one-component X2C and ∆(2c) the difference of one- and two-
component X2C energies. In the case of the ECP-based calculations, ’scalar-relativistic’ refers to one-
component ECPs, ∆(2c) denotes the difference from one- to two-component ECPs with dhf-SV(P)-2c
bases used in both calculations. ’basis1’ denotes the reference basis set 43s31p20d4f2g, whereas ’basis2’
refers to the reference basis set 16s16p13d4f2g.
all-electron dhf-ECP(28)
basis1 SV(P)alls1 rSV(P)alls1 rSV(P)alls1-2c basis2 dhf-SV(P)
non-rel. -5200.587052 -5199.872643 -5108.671268 -5111.223910 — —
∆RI-J 0.000009 0.000009 0.000068 0.000067 — —
1c -5316.242277 -5280.524199 -5315.547762 -5315.564554 -147.041728 -147.023711
∆RI-J 0.000069 0.000008 0.000074 0.000074 0.000007 0.000055
∆(2c) -0.612892 +0.371194 +0.466913 -0.509039 -0.039243 -0.034318
Data for atomic DFT(BP86) calculations are collected in Table V. Errors, i.e., differences
to the reference basis, for rSV(P)alls1 in scalar-relativistic calculations are similar to those of
SVPalls1 in non-relativistic calculations (0.695 vs. 0.714 EH). By contrast, errors for SV(P)alls1
in relativistic calculations amount to about 36 EH, which is too much, even if most of this
cancels for bond energies; a similar observation holds true for rSV(P)alls1 used for non-relativistic
calculations. For a qualitatively correct description of energy changes by SO coupling in self-
consistent two-component calculations the (1p1d)/[4p1d] is required, otherwise even the sign is
incorrect. With this patch the reference result for the energy change by SO coupling (-0.613 EH)
is quite well reproduced (-0.509 EH). In the ECP case, the lowering is, of course, much smaller,
as those shells which are most strongly affected by SO coupling are included in the ECP. The
result for the reference basis (-0.039 EH) is well reproduced by the dhf-SV(P)-2c basis (-0.034
EH). Furthermore, the RI-J auxiliary basis described above yields very reasonable results; the
largest errors amount to 70 µEH, which is several orders below the basis set error. Next, we
investigate the influence of SO coupling, functional, gridsize, and of Jahn–Teller distortion on
the cohesive energy of octahedral Ag13, and determine the basis set superposition error of the
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respective bases for this system.
TABLE VI: Cohesive energies (atomization energies per atom), in kJ/mol, obtained for octahedral Ag13
with different methods. Basis sets are of type rSV(P)alls1 (this work, see text) for X2C and of type
dhf-SV(P) [82] for the ECP calculations. The first row ’standard’ denotes the cohesive energy obtained
for Oh symmetry with the BP86 density functional in a restricted Kohn-Sham calculation (the HOMO,
t2g, is occupied with five electrons). The RI approximation is used for the Coulomb part (see text for
the construction of the auxiliary basis), for the DFT part coarse grids (grid1) are used during iterations
and a medium grid (grid3) for the final energy calculation (grid m3 [89]). The rows below the first
one list energy changes upon changing each parameter separately and keeping the others as defined
in row ’standard’. Reference bases (second row) are even-tempered bases of size (16s16p13d4f2g) for
column ’ECP’ and (43s31p20d4f2g) for column ’X2C’; for details of the counterpoise correction (third
row) see text. ’TPSS’ denotes the TPSS density functional [90] employed instead of BP86, ’noRI’
refers to the exact calculation of the Coulomb part via four-center integrals (instead of invoking the
RI approximation). Rows ’grid3’ and ’grid6’ concern modifications of the integration grid for the DFT
part: ’grid3’ (’grid6’) denote the employment of the medium (fine) grids throughout. In the next two
rows structure constraints are relaxed to D4h and D3d symmetry, respectively. The data in row ’2c’ are
obtained with basis sets extended for two-component calculations, dhf-SV(P)-2c [82] and rSV(P)alls1-2c
(this work, see text).
Method ECP X2C
standard 144.53 162.45
reference basis +7.59 -15.08
counter-poise corrected -4.06 -22.76
TPSS +11.47 +11.25
noRI +0.04 -0.05
grid3 0.00 0.00
grid6 -0.07 -0.10
D4h +0.59 +0.55
D3d +0.48 +0.37
2c +3.74 +5.19
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The data shown in Table VI reveal the following picture. At first glance, X2C yields a sig-
nificantly higher cohesive energy than the ECP calculation (+18 kJ/mol), but, when employing
the respective reference bases, the calculated cohesive energy becomes larger by 7 kJ/mol for
the ECP case and smaller by 15 kJ/mol for the X2C case, so that the two methods yield very
similar results with the reference basis. The reason for this is a comparably large basis set
superposition error (BSSE) of about 23 kJ/mol in case of the rSV(P)alls1 basis: for the central
atom the presence of the basis functions of the outer atoms leads to an energy lowering by 14.6
mEH, while for a shell atom the respective lowering is 8.2 mEH. For the dhf-SV(P) basis these
effects are much smaller, 2.0 and 1.5 mEH, respectively, which leads to a correction of about 4
kJ/mol for the cohesive energy. We note that this is not a particular problem of the rSV(P)alls1
basis: the errors of the non-relativistic SVPalls1 basis (calculated for the non-relativistic case)
are even larger: 34.2 and 22.2 mEH, respectively. The BSSE for the reference bases amounts to
about 1 kJ/mol for the all-electron calculation and to about 2 kJ/mol for the ECP calculation.
Employing the TPSS functional [90] instead of BP86 leads to 11 kJ/mol higher cohesive energies
for both X2C and ECP. The finer DFT grids do not change this quantity significantly (<0.1
kJ/mol). The influence of the Jahn–Teller distortion due to the partially filled highest-occupied
molecular orbital (HOMO) also is rather small (about 0.5 kJ/mol). SO coupling yields an in-
crease of values by 3.7 kJ/mol for the ECP calculation and of 5.2 kJ/mol for the X2C case (for
the extended bases dhf-SV(P)-2c and rSV(P)alls1-2c).
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TABLE VII: Cohesive energies (atomization energies per Ag atom) for icosahedral and octahedral AgL
clusters in kJ/mol. The extrapolated values are obtained from a linear regression of the cohesive energy
versus L−1/3. ’pg’ denotes the point group symmetry of the clusters and ’cp-corrected’ the counterpoise
correction.
BSSE-affected cp-corrected
L pg ECP X2C ECP X2C
13 Ih 143 158 139 135
13 Oh 145 163 144 140
55 Ih 189 215 185 189
55 Oh 186 210 182 184
147 Ih 202 230 198 202
147 Oh 199 226 195 198
309 Oh 206 236 201 207
extrap 245 282 239 250
Exp. [91] 285
dhf-ECP/dhf-SV(P)/BP86/RI and X2C/rSV(P)alls1/BP86/RI calculations were carried out
for octahedral and icosahedral Ag clusters of 13, 55, 147, and 309 atoms in order to investigate
the quality of the prediction for the bond energy obtained with ECP and X2C, respectively,(see
Table VII) and to assess the computational effort. Data obtained with X2C are larger by
15-30 kJ/mol, if not corrected for BSSE; when the counterpoise correction is considered (by
subtracting the error data obtained for Ag13 for each inner and surface atom), cohesive energies
obtained with the two methods become very similar. Differences typically amount to 4 kJ/mol
with a slight increase from smaller to larger clusters. Note that this is smaller than, e.g., the
difference due to the choice of the density functional, as measured by a comparison of TPSS and
BP86 results. Both methods predict only small differences between icosahedral and octahedral
species; the indicated slight preferences are the same for both methods: Oh for Ag13, Ih else.
From these data the cohesive energy of the bulk may be obtained by a linear regression of the
cohesive energies calculated for the L-atomic clusters versus L−1/3. It amounts to 239 kJ/mol
for the ECP calculation and to 250 kJ/mol for the X2C calculation. The agreement with the
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experimental value of 285 kJ/mol [91] is reasonable and can be improved by correcting it with
the data obtained for Ag13. We add the difference of the BSSE corrected numbers to that
obtained for the reference basis, i.e., 7.7 kJ/mol (X2C) and 11.7 kJ/mol (ECP), and the effect
of SO coupling, 3.7 kJ/mol (ECP) and 5.2 kJ/mol (X2C), thus yielding 254 kJ/mol (ECP) and
263 kJ/mol (X2C). If one further considers data for TPSS by adding the difference between
TPSS and BP86, one finds 257 kJ/mol (ECP) and 274 kJ/mol (X2C), which is close to the
experimental value of 285 kJ/mol [91], in particular in case of X2C. Overall, for the present case
both techniques yield results of similar accuracy. Generally, from X2C one may expect greater
reliability, as it is a well-founded theoretical improvement.
TABLE VIII: Computation times in seconds (on an Intel Xeon X3460 CPU with 2.8 GHz) of AgL
clusters for different variants of the X2C procedure and for the subsequent SCF loop. The subscript
’all’ denotes the full X2C procedure, i.e. without symmetry in the X2C step, the subscript ’sym’ denotes
the full procedure with symmetry blocking in the X2C step, and ’loc’ refers to the local DLU scheme
(without exploiting point-group symmetry in the set-up of the X2C/DLU one-electron Hamiltonian)
with the resulting error in the cohesive energy in kJ/mol. niter is the number of iterations needed for
SCF convergence in ECP (’SCF@ECP’)and X2C (’SCF@X2C’) calculations. ’pg’ denotes the point
group symmetry of the cluster. ’SO’ refers to spin-orbit coupling and ’UKS’ to (scalar-relativistic)
unrestricted Kohn–Sham.
L pg X2Call X2Csym X2Cloc err(loc) SCF@X2C niter SCF@ECP niter
13 Ih 66 7 2 0.13 7 29 4 12
13 Oh 65 6 2 0.14 8 89 8 78
55 Ih 5639 457 42 0.57 946 124 464 113
55 Oh 6016 385 43 0.53 1035 122 308 115
147 Ih 97773 7603 457 0.60 21966 248 9865 250
147 Oh — 6791 409 0.92 21086 273 8243 259
309 Oh — 51911 1875 0.14 101377 297 61967 459
13 C1/UKS 108 — 2 0.20 2271 198 697 212
13 C1/SO 1642 — 20 0.20 3581 160 236 21
We finally discuss the computational effort for the X2C calculation. As noted above, one goal
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of this work is to accomplish an implementation, for which the X2C part does not dominate
the computation time. As shown in Table VIII, this goal is reached for the calculations with-
out symmetry exploitation for both the X2C and the two-electron part, calculations exploiting
symmetry in both parts, and for the DLU approximation. The latter reduces the CPU time for
X2C to few per cent of the total time, but also for full X2C typically only 1/4 to 1/3 of the time
is spent in the X2C part, as long as symmetry is exploited. This is remarkable, as the number
of primitives, which determines the dimension of the matrices in the X2C transformation, is
nearly three times as large as the number of contracted basis functions, e.g., 31518 primitives
versus 11742 contracted basis functions for Ag309. Admittedly, the number of iterations is larger
than usual, due to the metallic structure and the chosen parameters for the Fock matrix update
(’fermi smearing’ [92] and high damping). Nevertheless, this ratio is not untypical. The chosen
procedure, BP86 functional with grid m3 and RI-J is one of the fastest methods to calculate
two-electron interactions. For meta-generalized-gradient-approximation density functionals or
finer grids one might expect an increase in time by a factor of at least two, and, as soon as
Hartree–Fock exchange is involved, by a factor of about ten. Moreover, the application of dif-
ference densities in the SCF iteration leads to much less than a linear increase of computation
costs with the number of iterations. For two-component calculations a similar ratio is obtained.
Compared to the ECP approximation, the effort for X2C, of course, is higher, because of the
larger basis and the higher effort for the one-electron integrals (which for ECPs is almost neg-
ligible), but it is not that much. The ratio of CPU times for DLU-X2C and ECP typically is
somewhat above two and for full X2C (with symmetry blocking) about three. For larger bases
these ratios will be even smaller.
Interestingly, we found that the errors introduced by the DLU approximation are by one or
two orders of magnitude larger than what we observed in Ref. [70]. For example, the DLU-X2C
error of Pb2+9 is 0.05 mEH which amounts to an error of 0.015 kJ/mol in cohesive energy, while the
DLU-X2C error of Ag13 computed in this article is 0.20 kJ/mol. The error is more than ten times
larger for molecules of almost the same size, though still negligibly small considering the accuracy
of the electronic structure method employed. The main difference of those two calculations are
the type and size of the basis functions. Ref. [70] employed the general contracted ANO [93–95]
basis functions of double-zeta quality, while segmented contracted basis functions together with
single diffuse functions are used in this work. We found that the DLU error mainly stems from
the diffuse function, which does not come as a surprise since our local (atomic) construction of
the unitary matrix is defined by the atom-centered basis functions. To illustrate their effect, we
removed the most diffuse functions of all orbital angular momentum (s,p,d) in the unrestricted
Kohn–Sham calculation of the Ag13 cluster. As can be seen from Table IX, the error is then
reduced from 0.20 kJ/mol to 0.09 kJ/mol. If a set of more diffuse functions (with exponents 1/3
of the smallest one) are added to the basis set, the DLU error increases to 0.39 kJ/mol.
TABLE IX: DLU errors of the cohesive energy in kJ/mol for the UKS calculation of Ag13 with diffuse
basis functions removed or added (as indicated by the sign).
basis -(1s1p1d) 0 +(1s1p1d) +(2s2p2d)
err(loc) 0.09 0.20 0.39 0.40
Adding more diffuse functions does not change the DLU error much (0.39 kJ/mol becomes
0.40 kJ/mol) because they contribute hardly to occupied molecular orbitals and total electronic
energies. It is obvious that a diffuse function largely affects the DLU error as a diffuse function
has a long tail, so that it has significant contribution to the basis space of its neighboring atoms.
The DLU approximation only considers AO functions of the same atom as a local block, it
neglects the contributions from diffuse function of other atoms. We also considered examples of
Ref. [70] using the ANO basis in fully uncontracted form. The DLU cohesive energy error of
I+5 is 0.18 kJ/mol, while the error on the total electronic energy reported in Ref. [70] is 0.007
kJ/mol. If we remove the most diffuse functions of all orbital angular momentum from this
uncontracted set, the DLU error decreases to 0.047 kJ/mol.
V. CONCLUSIONS
Relativistic exact decoupling can be achieved by either the X2C approach or the BSS ap-
proach. The X2C approach is recommended since it is simpler as it avoids the additional free-
particle Foldy–Wouthuysen transformation of BSS, which is an atavism of the sequential DKH
decoupling approach. With the DKH method, results as accurate as in the exact-decoupling
approaches can be obtained by choosing an appropriate (high) expansion order. Such order
depends on what atoms and what type of properties are considered.
We have implemented and thoroughly analyzed these relativistic two-component exact-
decoupling methods in the quantum chemistry package Turbomole (scalar-relativistic methods
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are also available). The formulae and algorithms of the relativistic Hamiltonians implemented
have been carefully organized so that their calculation can be performed most efficiently. Paral-
lelization techniques and, especially, point group symmetries can be exploited to accelerate the
calculation. Furthermore, we have elaborated further on our local relativistic approximation,
i.e., the DLU approach, which constructs the unitary transformation form diagonal (atomic)
blocks only in order to significantly reduce the computational cost. If the atoms involved are
moderately heavy, one can safely use Hess’ standard DKH2 Hamiltonian, which is five to ten
times faster to evaluate than the X2C Hamiltonian.
With this efficient implementation, the exact-decoupling approach can be expected to become
the standard relativistic all-electron approach in the future. However, there are still some issues
that need to be worked out. For instance, we might further develop the DLU approximation to
reduce its error by employing a more rigorous definition of an atomic block in the decomposition
of the unitary transformation than the one which is provided by the atom-centered basis functions
of a given basis set. One might even use the reduction of the DLU error in the fitting of relativistic
basis sets which brings us to the next task, namely the development of all-electron basis sets
suitable for the exact-decoupling approach. These developments are in progress in our laboratory.
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Appendix A
The X matrix in the original non-orthogonal basis representation reads
X = C+S
(
C+L
)−1
, (A1)
where C+L and C
+
S are eigenvector coefficients of Eq. (1). Since the orthonormal basis represen-
tation is obtained by applying the transformation K defined in Eq. (13), the eigenfunctions of
those two basis representations are connected by
C+L = KC
+
L′, (A2)
C+S = 2cKp
−1C+S′ . (A3)
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According to the definition of the X ′ matrix in Eq. (19), we obtain its relation to the X matrix
by inserting Eq. (A2) and (A3) into Eq. (A1)
X = 2cKp−1X ′K−1. (A4)
Then, we investigate the X-dependent term of ULX2C in Eq. (23a)
1
2c2
X†TX = 2(K†)−1X ′†p−1K†TKp−1X ′K−1 (A5)
= (K†)−1X ′†X ′K−1, (A6)
where we have used
K†TK = p2/2. (A7)
According to the properties of the K matrix
K†SK =K†S
1
2S
1
2K = I, (A8)
one can see that S
1
2K is a unitary matrix (noting that S
1
2 is hermitian). Denoting the unitary
matrix as U , we have
S
1
2K = U =⇒ K = S− 12U , (A9)
=⇒ K−1 = U †S 12 , (A10)
=⇒ (K†)−1 = S 12U . (A11)
Now, we can derive the equivalence of Eq. (23a) and Eq. (22a) step by step as follows
ULX2C = S
− 1
2
(
S−
1
2 (S +
1
2c2
X†TX)S−
1
2
)− 1
2
S
1
2 (A12)
= S−
1
2
(
I + S−
1
2 (K†)−1X ′†X ′K−1S−
1
2
)− 1
2
S
1
2 (A13)
= S−
1
2
(
I +UX ′†X ′U †
)− 1
2 S
1
2 (A14)
= S−
1
2
(
U(I +X ′†X ′)U †
)− 1
2 S
1
2 (A15)
= S−
1
2U
(
I +X ′†X ′
)− 1
2 U †S
1
2 (A16)
= K
(
I +X ′†X ′
)− 1
2 K−1 =KR′K−1. (A17)
Eq. (A6) was inserted into (A12) to get (A13). From (A13) to (A14), the various forms of
the K matrix in Eq. (A10) and (A11) were used. The S−
1
2 matrix under the bracket is then
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eliminated. The identity I = UU † was employed in the next step. From (A15) to (A16), the
unitary matrices are moved to the outside of the inverse square root bracket since the following
equation
(
UAU †
)k
= UAkU † (A18)
is satisfied for any diagonalizable matrix A such as hermitian matrices. k could be any real
number and k = −1
2
is of course valid for Eq. (A18). Using again the forms of the K matrix
in Eq. (A9) and (A10), we obtain the final Eq. (A17), which is exactly the form in orthonormal
basis representation as presented in Eq. (22a).
Comparing Eq. (23) with Eq. (22), we find that the following identity
XK = 2cKp−1X ′. (A19)
is required to prove the equivalence of the small component of X2C decoupling transformation
matrices. The above equation can be obtained by multiplying K from the right to each side of
Eq. (A4). Therefore, the two expressions in Eq. (23b) and Eq. (22b) are also equivalent.
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SUPPORTING INFORMATION
* SV(P) bases for X2C
* reference bases
* RI-J auxiliary basis
* coordinates for Ag13, Ag55, Ag147, Ag309
===========================================================================
ag rSVPalls1
!OPTIMIZED FOR X2C AT d^10s^1 STATE
!(used in the present work, future changes cannot be excluded)
*
7 s
1463057.6695 0.18477782491E-02
162366.38522 0.72585556969E-02
30177.355148 0.25049907851E-01
7218.5725323 0.84675143377E-01
2033.3434404 0.24329975455
661.72611186 0.43939833189
233.03252674 0.33634101733
3 s
525.02159873 -0.91817462517E-01
56.117820513 0.70198627234
22.133015508 0.38127945975
3 s
46.084075850 -0.23485668848
7.5469388510 0.97264198467
3.0141619372 0.22692649379
3 s
6.2652654400 -0.12157072259
1.4295053156 0.89301935282
0.60523506472 0.38551096758
1 s
0.93029492085E-01 1.0000000000
1 s
0.35341474553E-01 1.0000000000
6 p
15160.868542 0.15350847110E-02
2646.9088901 0.12148348600E-01
703.66675124 0.66770566073E-01
231.40283917 0.24336384528
84.435260178 0.49058221087
32.164872425 0.32427885627
3 p
139.05229743 -0.24563247370E-01
15.900795518 0.55318244688
6.0648025402 0.64057781917
3 p
11.626915522 -0.56470053387E-01
2.0813496534 0.60363214916
0.76581038539 0.55367886021
1 p
0.14000000000 1.0000000000
5 d
297.52246704 0.15547911763E-01
86.933722688 0.10231805061
31.944855795 0.31962313124
12.936585946 0.48392247246
5.4775946236 0.30348100499
2 d
4.1453589201 0.26970568721
1.7133612468 0.59061458253
1 d
0.70330968024 1.0000000000
1 d
0.23296927310 1.0000000000
*
ADDITIONAL SETS FOR TWO-COMPONENT X2C (-> rSV(P)alls1-2c)
*
4 p
8713.8608730 0.10420630547
1191.3967284 0.35066680728
60.345355310 -2.7927251888
6.4018644541 2.6754307304
38
1 d
10.715814214 0.0000000000
*
==================================================================
REFERENCE BASES TO BE USED WITH ecp-28:
*
ag ref-ecp-28
*
1 s
135.29034019439995653494 1.0
1 s
76.09130494639589973955 1.0
1 s
42.79600953107258765595 1.0
1 s
24.06974664287221095346 1.0
1 s
13.53754029437184873956 1.0
1 s
7.61391467575487781323 1.0
1 s
4.28229171899393895492 1.0
1 s
2.40848803099676422295 1.0
1 s
1.35460519161499082393 1.0
1 s
.76187018677091181301 1.0
1 s
.42849841791632860041 1.0
1 s
.24100023445506133488 1.0
1 s
.13554568935245822467 1.0
1 s
.07623492027854245147 1.0
1 s
.04287678344301168744 1.0
1 s
.02411517610291702889 1.0
1 p
159.52597671328198581672 1.0
1 p
89.72214663324815602900 1.0
1 p
50.46239968071950354646 1.0
1 p
28.38155212674170212786 1.0
1 p
15.96262774253673758877 1.0
1 p
8.97785587335567375893 1.0
1 p
5.04941275261120567380 1.0
1 p
2.83993968099042553194 1.0
1 p
1.59726641213312056739 1.0
1 p
.89835006344000000001 1.0
1 p
.50525875342397163121 1.0
1 p
.28417252705531914894 1.0
1 p
.15982706808510638298 1.0
1 p
.08989148936170212767 1.0
1 p
.05055764339425531915 1.0
1 p
.025055764339425531915 1.0
1 d
147.42260395711748924077 1.0
1 d
82.91485036931594363400 1.0
39
1 d
46.63377411115926372656 1.0
1 d
26.22821940993270833786 1.0
1 d
14.75152947691839551984 1.0
1 d
8.29669824379807301221 1.0
1 d
4.66630947342791603172 1.0
1 d
2.62447102006845112448 1.0
1 d
1.47608043900328029431 1.0
1 d
.83019147247444163562 1.0
1 d
.46692433777858148672 1.0
1 d
.26261211395889122578 1.0
1 d
.14770085163817845522 1.0
1 f
4.1631100000 1.0000000000
1 f
1.3971100000 1.0000000000
1 f
0.46886000000 1.0000000000
1 f
0.15735000000 1.0000000000
1 g
2.5896000000 1.0000000000
1 g
0.91135000000 1.0000000000
*
==================================================================
REFERENCE BASIS FOR ALL-ELECTRON CALCULATIONS
*
ag ref-all
*
1 s
757572529.01828098669839969151 1.0
1 s
426081287.41185654898115732887 1.0
1 s
239640769.07303518130193406854 1.0
1 s
134781084.96796129677715576655 1.0
1 s
75804884.68389273516538253374 1.0
1 s
42634918.26990592202619466857 1.0
1 s
23979144.13380535498305737738 1.0
1 s
13486582.75242145846523855418 1.0
1 s
7585254.64140689445726801454 1.0
1 s
4266172.46423334967728624192 1.0
1 s
2399422.08337083739764892993 1.0
1 s
1349506.23361689377096604983 1.0
1 s
759002.38111186353030856730 1.0
1 s
426885.47869058685770013122 1.0
1 s
240093.07012968917323586826 1.0
1 s
135035.47251388615816730950 1.0
1 s
75947.95979408623198623220 1.0
1 s
42715.38796067874051018518 1.0
40
1 s
24024.40267754723444905777 1.0
1 s
13512.03750143264029755781 1.0
1 s
7599.57114816241500051642 1.0
1 s
4274.22449277950446732299 1.0
1 s
2403.95078334060306192501 1.0
1 s
1352.05330896560591133601 1.0
1 s
760.43493192683850092096 1.0
1 s
427.69118781066657007819 1.0
1 s
240.54622486486267265633 1.0
1 s
135.29034019439995653494 1.0
1 s
76.09130494639589973955 1.0
1 s
42.79600953107258765595 1.0
1 s
24.06974664287221095346 1.0
1 s
13.53754029437184873956 1.0
1 s
7.61391467575487781323 1.0
1 s
4.28229171899393895492 1.0
1 s
2.40848803099676422295 1.0
1 s
1.35460519161499082393 1.0
1 s
.76187018677091181301 1.0
1 s
.42849841791632860041 1.0
1 s
.24100023445506133488 1.0
1 s
.13554568935245822467 1.0
1 s
.07623492027854245147 1.0
1 s
.04287678344301168744 1.0
1 s
.02411517610291702889 1.0
1 p
894968.52473781561270126332 1.0
1 p
503356.87555557669347868004 1.0
1 p
283102.85464318150475374310 1.0
1 p
159225.45255522031411458319 1.0
1 p
89553.12292194627666728985 1.0
1 p
50367.33572662881943297461 1.0
1 p
28328.08533556157808530352 1.0
1 p
15932.55643170001283699031 1.0
1 p
8960.94287497125432630350 1.0
1 p
5039.90037962404609932586 1.0
1 p
2834.58963983312879434597 1.0
1 p
1594.25739023220872341535 1.0
1 p
896.65769979351177305589 1.0
1 p
504.30691776854950354961 1.0
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1 p
283.63718659639914893815 1.0
1 p
159.52597671328198581672 1.0
1 p
89.72214663324815602900 1.0
1 p
50.46239968071950354646 1.0
1 p
28.38155212674170212786 1.0
1 p
15.96262774253673758877 1.0
1 p
8.97785587335567375893 1.0
1 p
5.04941275261120567380 1.0
1 p
2.83993968099042553194 1.0
1 p
1.59726641213312056739 1.0
1 p
.89835006344000000001 1.0
1 p
.50525875342397163121 1.0
1 p
.28417252705531914894 1.0
1 p
.15982706808510638298 1.0
1 p
.08989148936170212767 1.0
1 p
.05055764339425531915 1.0
1 p
.025055764339425531915 1.0
1 d
8281.06844889071603367894 1.0
1 d
4657.51881264941381100097 1.0
1 d
2619.52689125425859687869 1.0
1 d
1473.29971386581666457751 1.0
1 d
828.62751061095035255700 1.0
1 d
466.04471912916286001921 1.0
1 d
262.11738983591280968993 1.0
1 d
147.42260395711748924077 1.0
1 d
82.91485036931594363400 1.0
1 d
46.63377411115926372656 1.0
1 d
26.22821940993270833786 1.0
1 d
14.75152947691839551984 1.0
1 d
8.29669824379807301221 1.0
1 d
4.66630947342791603172 1.0
1 d
2.62447102006845112448 1.0
1 d
1.47608043900328029431 1.0
1 d
.83019147247444163562 1.0
1 d
.46692433777858148672 1.0
1 d
.26261211395889122578 1.0
1 d
.14770085163817845522 1.0
1 f
4.1631100000 1.0000000000
1 f
1.3971100000 1.0000000000
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1 f
0.46886000000 1.0000000000
1 f
0.15735000000 1.0000000000
1 g
2.5896000000 1.0000000000
1 g
0.91135000000 1.0000000000
*
==================================================================
RI-J AUXILIARY BASIS
*
ag SVPalls1
*
1 s
3727685.7366 0.97649960000
1 s
53437.708115 4.7606345000
1 s
18490.555404 10.648753300
1 s
6398.1156977 36.878053400
1 s
2213.8807401 66.433953100
1 s
766.04865600 42.136169400
1 s
450.61684380 -29.195730900
1 s
265.06872420 13.010888900
1 s
155.92277460 24.167139000
1 s
91.719276600 48.900817600
1 s
53.952514100 -14.107891600
1 s
31.736772100 -14.524935800
1 s
18.668689000 27.502153600
1 s
10.981581400 23.369978000
1 s
6.4597536000 -7.8293463000
1 s
3.7998550000 -1.8777498000
4 s
33.000392100 0.20385860000
19.411994800 -1.6877257000
11.082994600 6.6111686000
6.5194084000 -9.3277547000
1 s
3.7221609000 -0.45825520000
1 s
2.2558505000 4.4241274000
1 s
1.3269709000 2.3916529000
1 s
0.79824630000 0.79220290000
1 s
0.39731420000 0.36729760000
1 s
0.14596740000 0.50567400000E-01
1 s
0.61966800000E-01 0.31150000000E-03
1 p
8.6302966000 0.18144600000E-01
1 p
2.6201449000 -0.57934500000E-01
1 p
0.84339140000 0.71052000000E-01
1 p
0.28165720000 -0.28743900000E-01
1 p
0.95252300000E-01 -0.47699000000E-02
1 d
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7.2207512000 -0.10028900000E-01
1 d
3.2511233000 0.33724400000E-01
1 d
1.4866000000 -0.14393400000E-01
1 d
0.68616880000 -0.13401300000E-01
1 d
0.31771300000 0.16320000000E-03
2 f
4.3005188000 -0.15244000000E-02
1.6452068000 -0.21536000000E-02
1 f
0.63333050000 0.34774000000E-02
1 g
4.3915496000 0.28464000000E-02
1 g
2.0620255000 0.33503000000E-02
1 g
0.97291820000 -0.86950000000E-03
*
==================================================================
COORDINATES (Cartesian, in atomic units)
Ag13, Oh
0.00000000000000 0.00000000000000 0.00000000000000 ag
3.81537206706759 0.00000000000000 3.81537206706759 ag
-3.81537206706759 0.00000000000000 3.81537206706759 ag
-3.81537206706759 0.00000000000000 -3.81537206706759 ag
3.81537206706759 0.00000000000000 -3.81537206706759 ag
0.00000000000000 -3.81537206706759 3.81537206706759 ag
0.00000000000000 -3.81537206706759 -3.81537206706759 ag
0.00000000000000 3.81537206706759 -3.81537206706759 ag
0.00000000000000 3.81537206706759 3.81537206706759 ag
-3.81537206706759 -3.81537206706759 0.00000000000000 ag
3.81537206706759 -3.81537206706759 0.00000000000000 ag
3.81537206706759 3.81537206706759 0.00000000000000 ag
-3.81537206706759 3.81537206706759 0.00000000000000 ag
Ag13, Ih
0.00000000000000 0.00000000000000 0.00000000000000 ag
3.81848458547914 2.77429144388352 2.35995325934366 ag
0.00000000000000 0.00000000000000 5.27701591161462 ag
3.81848458547914 -2.77429144388352 2.35995325934366 ag
4.71990651868732 0.00000000000000 -2.35995325934366 ag
1.45853132613548 4.48889785090155 -2.35995325934366 ag
-1.45853132613548 4.48889785090155 2.35995325934366 ag
-4.71990651868732 0.00000000000000 2.35995325934366 ag
-1.45853132613548 -4.48889785090155 2.35995325934366 ag
1.45853132613548 -4.48889785090155 -2.35995325934366 ag
0.00000000000000 0.00000000000000 -5.27701591161462 ag
-3.81848458547914 2.77429144388352 -2.35995325934366 ag
-3.81848458547914 -2.77429144388352 -2.35995325934366 ag
Ag55, Oh
0.00000000000000 0.00000000000000 0.00000000000000 ag
3.91725333294927 0.00000000000000 3.91725333294927 ag
7.87034515470039 0.00000000000000 0.00000000000000 ag
7.60553110873026 0.00000000000000 7.60553110873026 ag
7.80919522748784 -3.87381719235346 3.87381719235346 ag
-3.91725333294927 0.00000000000000 3.91725333294927 ag
-3.91725333294927 0.00000000000000 -3.91725333294927 ag
3.91725333294927 0.00000000000000 -3.91725333294927 ag
0.00000000000000 -3.91725333294927 3.91725333294927 ag
0.00000000000000 -3.91725333294927 -3.91725333294927 ag
0.00000000000000 3.91725333294927 -3.91725333294927 ag
0.00000000000000 3.91725333294927 3.91725333294927 ag
-3.91725333294927 -3.91725333294927 0.00000000000000 ag
3.91725333294927 -3.91725333294927 0.00000000000000 ag
3.91725333294927 3.91725333294927 0.00000000000000 ag
-3.91725333294927 3.91725333294927 0.00000000000000 ag
0.00000000000000 0.00000000000000 7.87034515470039 ag
-7.87034515470039 0.00000000000000 0.00000000000000 ag
0.00000000000000 0.00000000000000 -7.87034515470039 ag
0.00000000000000 -7.87034515470039 0.00000000000000 ag
0.00000000000000 7.87034515470039 0.00000000000000 ag
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-7.60553110873026 0.00000000000000 7.60553110873026 ag
-7.60553110873026 0.00000000000000 -7.60553110873026 ag
7.60553110873026 0.00000000000000 -7.60553110873026 ag
0.00000000000000 -7.60553110873026 7.60553110873026 ag
0.00000000000000 -7.60553110873026 -7.60553110873026 ag
0.00000000000000 7.60553110873026 -7.60553110873026 ag
0.00000000000000 7.60553110873026 7.60553110873026 ag
-7.60553110873026 -7.60553110873026 0.00000000000000 ag
7.60553110873026 -7.60553110873026 0.00000000000000 ag
7.60553110873026 7.60553110873026 0.00000000000000 ag
-7.60553110873026 7.60553110873026 0.00000000000000 ag
-3.87381719235346 -3.87381719235346 7.80919522748784 ag
-7.80919522748784 -3.87381719235346 -3.87381719235346 ag
3.87381719235346 -3.87381719235346 -7.80919522748784 ag
3.87381719235346 -3.87381719235346 7.80919522748784 ag
3.87381719235346 -7.80919522748784 -3.87381719235346 ag
3.87381719235346 3.87381719235346 -7.80919522748784 ag
3.87381719235346 7.80919522748784 3.87381719235346 ag
-7.80919522748784 -3.87381719235346 3.87381719235346 ag
3.87381719235346 -7.80919522748784 3.87381719235346 ag
7.80919522748784 3.87381719235346 3.87381719235346 ag
-3.87381719235346 7.80919522748784 3.87381719235346 ag
-3.87381719235346 -3.87381719235346 -7.80919522748784 ag
-3.87381719235346 -7.80919522748784 3.87381719235346 ag
-3.87381719235346 3.87381719235346 7.80919522748784 ag
-3.87381719235346 7.80919522748784 -3.87381719235346 ag
7.80919522748784 -3.87381719235346 -3.87381719235346 ag
-3.87381719235346 -7.80919522748784 -3.87381719235346 ag
-7.80919522748784 3.87381719235346 -3.87381719235346 ag
3.87381719235346 7.80919522748784 -3.87381719235346 ag
3.87381719235346 3.87381719235346 7.80919522748784 ag
7.80919522748784 3.87381719235346 -3.87381719235346 ag
-3.87381719235346 3.87381719235346 -7.80919522748784 ag
-7.80919522748784 3.87381719235346 3.87381719235346 ag
Ag55, Ih
0.00000000000000 0.00000000000000 0.00000000000000 ag
3.81524150789306 2.77193521009560 2.35794892716731 ag
7.57889365756365 5.50638855745009 4.68401387749534 ag
3.89739408951016 2.83162255442587 7.79478817902033 ag
0.00000000000000 0.00000000000000 5.27253408861880 ag
3.81524150789305 -2.77193521009560 2.35794892716731 ag
4.71589785433462 0.00000000000000 -2.35794892716731 ag
1.45729258072575 4.48508538454727 -2.35794892716731 ag
-1.45729258072575 4.48508538454727 2.35794892716731 ag
-4.71589785433462 0.00000000000000 2.35794892716731 ag
-1.45729258072575 -4.48508538454727 2.35794892716731 ag
1.45729258072575 -4.48508538454727 -2.35794892716731 ag
0.00000000000000 0.00000000000000 -5.27253408861880 ag
-3.81524150789305 2.77193521009560 -2.35794892716731 ag
-3.81524150789305 -2.77193521009560 -2.35794892716731 ag
0.00000000000000 0.00000000000000 10.47377343763196 ag
7.57889365756365 -5.50638855745009 4.68401387749534 ag
9.36802775499068 0.00000000000000 -4.68401387749534 ag
2.89487978006831 8.90952384121774 -4.68401387749534 ag
-2.89487978006831 8.90952384121774 4.68401387749534 ag
-9.36802775499068 0.00000000000000 4.68401387749534 ag
-2.89487978006831 -8.90952384121775 4.68401387749534 ag
2.89487978006831 -8.90952384121774 -4.68401387749534 ag
0.00000000000000 0.00000000000000 -10.47377343763195 ag
-7.57889365756365 5.50638855745009 -4.68401387749534 ag
-7.57889365756365 -5.50638855745009 -4.68401387749534 ag
7.79478817902033 0.00000000000000 4.81744402974046 ag
8.71483811925062 2.83162255442587 0.00000000000000 ag
5.38606616415009 7.41328409079771 0.00000000000000 ag
2.40872201487023 7.41328409079771 4.81744402974046 ag
3.89739408951016 -2.83162255442587 7.79478817902033 ag
-1.48867207463993 4.58166153637185 7.79478817902033 ag
-4.81744402974046 0.00000000000000 7.79478817902033 ag
-1.48867207463993 -4.58166153637185 7.79478817902033 ag
8.71483811925062 -2.83162255442587 0.00000000000000 ag
2.40872201487023 -7.41328409079772 4.81744402974046 ag
5.38606616415010 -7.41328409079771 0.00000000000000 ag
6.30611610438039 4.58166153637185 -4.81744402974046 ag
6.30611610438039 -4.58166153637185 -4.81744402974046 ag
4.81744402974046 0.00000000000000 -7.79478817902033 ag
0.00000000000000 9.16332307274370 0.00000000000000 ag
1.48867207463993 4.58166153637185 -7.79478817902033 ag
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-2.40872201487023 7.41328409079771 -4.81744402974046 ag
-5.38606616415009 7.41328409079771 0.00000000000000 ag
-6.30611610438039 4.58166153637185 4.81744402974046 ag
-6.30611610438039 -4.58166153637185 4.81744402974046 ag
-8.71483811925062 2.83162255442587 0.00000000000000 ag
-8.71483811925062 -2.83162255442586 0.00000000000000 ag
0.00000000000000 -9.16332307274370 0.00000000000000 ag
-5.38606616415009 -7.41328409079771 0.00000000000000 ag
1.48867207463993 -4.58166153637185 -7.79478817902033 ag
-2.40872201487023 -7.41328409079771 -4.81744402974046 ag
-3.89739408951016 2.83162255442586 -7.79478817902032 ag
-3.89739408951016 -2.83162255442586 -7.79478817902032 ag
-7.79478817902032 0.00000000000000 -4.81744402974046 ag
Ag147, Oh
0.00000000000000 0.00000000000000 0.00000000000000 ag
3.96491768090103 0.00000000000000 3.96491768090103 ag
7.89360451521510 0.00000000000000 0.00000000000000 ag
7.79543310185553 0.00000000000000 7.79543310185553 ag
7.85537696622077 -3.88928610488466 3.88928610488466 ag
11.82025221800843 0.00000000000000 3.81361251543581 ag
7.75799619192691 -7.75799619192691 7.75799619192691 ag
11.67829845628996 -3.81807560221673 7.70132661220123 ag
11.53308797210180 0.00000000000000 11.53308797210181 ag
-3.96491768090103 0.00000000000000 3.96491768090103 ag
-3.96491768090103 0.00000000000000 -3.96491768090103 ag
3.96491768090103 0.00000000000000 -3.96491768090103 ag
0.00000000000000 -3.96491768090103 3.96491768090103 ag
0.00000000000000 -3.96491768090103 -3.96491768090103 ag
0.00000000000000 3.96491768090103 -3.96491768090103 ag
0.00000000000000 3.96491768090103 3.96491768090103 ag
-3.96491768090103 -3.96491768090103 0.00000000000000 ag
3.96491768090103 -3.96491768090103 0.00000000000000 ag
3.96491768090103 3.96491768090103 0.00000000000000 ag
-3.96491768090103 3.96491768090103 0.00000000000000 ag
0.00000000000000 0.00000000000000 7.89360451521510 ag
-7.89360451521510 0.00000000000000 0.00000000000000 ag
0.00000000000000 0.00000000000000 -7.89360451521510 ag
0.00000000000000 -7.89360451521510 0.00000000000000 ag
0.00000000000000 7.89360451521510 0.00000000000000 ag
-7.79543310185553 0.00000000000000 7.79543310185553 ag
-7.79543310185553 0.00000000000000 -7.79543310185553 ag
7.79543310185553 0.00000000000000 -7.79543310185553 ag
0.00000000000000 -7.79543310185553 7.79543310185552 ag
0.00000000000000 -7.79543310185553 -7.79543310185552 ag
0.00000000000000 7.79543310185552 -7.79543310185553 ag
0.00000000000000 7.79543310185553 7.79543310185553 ag
-7.79543310185553 -7.79543310185552 0.00000000000000 ag
7.79543310185552 -7.79543310185553 0.00000000000000 ag
7.79543310185553 7.79543310185552 0.00000000000000 ag
-7.79543310185552 7.79543310185553 0.00000000000000 ag
-3.88928610488467 -3.88928610488466 7.85537696622077 ag
-7.85537696622077 -3.88928610488466 -3.88928610488466 ag
3.88928610488466 -3.88928610488466 -7.85537696622077 ag
3.88928610488466 -3.88928610488466 7.85537696622077 ag
3.88928610488466 -7.85537696622077 -3.88928610488466 ag
3.88928610488466 3.88928610488466 -7.85537696622077 ag
3.88928610488466 7.85537696622077 3.88928610488466 ag
-7.85537696622077 -3.88928610488466 3.88928610488466 ag
3.88928610488466 -7.85537696622077 3.88928610488466 ag
7.85537696622077 3.88928610488466 3.88928610488466 ag
-3.88928610488466 7.85537696622077 3.88928610488466 ag
-3.88928610488467 -3.88928610488466 -7.85537696622077 ag
-3.88928610488466 -7.85537696622077 3.88928610488466 ag
-3.88928610488466 3.88928610488466 7.85537696622077 ag
-3.88928610488466 7.85537696622077 -3.88928610488466 ag
7.85537696622077 -3.88928610488466 -3.88928610488466 ag
-3.88928610488466 -7.85537696622077 -3.88928610488466 ag
-7.85537696622077 3.88928610488466 -3.88928610488466 ag
3.88928610488466 7.85537696622077 -3.88928610488466 ag
3.88928610488466 3.88928610488466 7.85537696622077 ag
7.85537696622077 3.88928610488466 -3.88928610488466 ag
-3.88928610488466 3.88928610488466 -7.85537696622077 ag
-7.85537696622077 3.88928610488466 3.88928610488466 ag
-3.81361251543581 0.00000000000000 11.82025221800843 ag
-11.82025221800843 0.00000000000000 -3.81361251543581 ag
3.81361251543581 0.00000000000000 -11.82025221800843 ag
0.00000000000000 -3.81361251543581 11.82025221800843 ag
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0.00000000000000 -11.82025221800843 -3.81361251543581 ag
0.00000000000000 3.81361251543581 -11.82025221800843 ag
0.00000000000000 11.82025221800843 3.81361251543581 ag
-11.82025221800843 -3.81361251543581 0.00000000000000 ag
3.81361251543581 -11.82025221800843 0.00000000000000 ag
11.82025221800843 3.81361251543581 0.00000000000000 ag
-3.81361251543581 11.82025221800843 0.00000000000000 ag
0.00000000000000 -3.81361251543581 -11.82025221800843 ag
0.00000000000000 -11.82025221800843 3.81361251543581 ag
0.00000000000000 3.81361251543581 11.82025221800843 ag
0.00000000000000 11.82025221800843 -3.81361251543581 ag
11.82025221800843 -3.81361251543581 0.00000000000000 ag
-3.81361251543581 -11.82025221800843 0.00000000000000 ag
-11.82025221800843 3.81361251543581 0.00000000000000 ag
3.81361251543581 11.82025221800843 0.00000000000000 ag
3.81361251543581 0.00000000000000 11.82025221800843 ag
11.82025221800843 0.00000000000000 -3.81361251543581 ag
-3.81361251543581 0.00000000000000 -11.82025221800843 ag
-11.82025221800843 0.00000000000000 3.81361251543581 ag
-7.75799619192691 -7.75799619192691 7.75799619192691 ag
-7.75799619192691 -7.75799619192691 -7.75799619192691 ag
7.75799619192691 -7.75799619192691 -7.75799619192691 ag
7.75799619192691 7.75799619192691 -7.75799619192691 ag
7.75799619192691 7.75799619192691 7.75799619192691 ag
-7.75799619192691 7.75799619192691 7.75799619192691 ag
-7.75799619192691 7.75799619192691 -7.75799619192691 ag
-7.70132661220123 -3.81807560221673 11.67829845628996 ag
-11.67829845628996 -3.81807560221674 -7.70132661220123 ag
7.70132661220123 -3.81807560221674 -11.67829845628996 ag
3.81807560221673 -7.70132661220123 11.67829845628996 ag
3.81807560221674 -11.67829845628996 -7.70132661220123 ag
3.81807560221674 7.70132661220123 -11.67829845628996 ag
3.81807560221674 11.67829845628996 7.70132661220123 ag
-11.67829845628996 -7.70132661220123 3.81807560221674 ag
7.70132661220123 -11.67829845628996 3.81807560221674 ag
11.67829845628996 7.70132661220123 3.81807560221674 ag
-7.70132661220123 11.67829845628996 3.81807560221674 ag
-3.81807560221674 -7.70132661220123 -11.67829845628996 ag
-3.81807560221674 -11.67829845628996 7.70132661220123 ag
-3.81807560221673 7.70132661220123 11.67829845628996 ag
-3.81807560221673 11.67829845628995 -7.70132661220123 ag
11.67829845628995 -7.70132661220123 -3.81807560221673 ag
-7.70132661220123 -11.67829845628995 -3.81807560221673 ag
-11.67829845628996 7.70132661220123 -3.81807560221673 ag
7.70132661220123 11.67829845628996 -3.81807560221673 ag
7.70132661220123 3.81807560221674 11.67829845628996 ag
11.67829845628996 3.81807560221673 -7.70132661220123 ag
-7.70132661220123 3.81807560221674 -11.67829845628996 ag
-11.67829845628996 3.81807560221674 7.70132661220123 ag
11.67829845628996 3.81807560221673 7.70132661220123 ag
-7.70132661220123 3.81807560221674 11.67829845628996 ag
-11.67829845628996 3.81807560221674 -7.70132661220123 ag
7.70132661220123 3.81807560221674 -11.67829845628996 ag
3.81807560221674 7.70132661220123 11.67829845628996 ag
3.81807560221674 11.67829845628996 -7.70132661220123 ag
3.81807560221673 -7.70132661220123 -11.67829845628996 ag
3.81807560221674 -11.67829845628996 7.70132661220123 ag
-11.67829845628996 7.70132661220123 3.81807560221673 ag
7.70132661220123 11.67829845628996 3.81807560221673 ag
11.67829845628995 -7.70132661220123 3.81807560221673 ag
-7.70132661220123 -11.67829845628995 3.81807560221673 ag
-3.81807560221673 7.70132661220123 -11.67829845628996 ag
-3.81807560221673 11.67829845628995 7.70132661220123 ag
-3.81807560221674 -7.70132661220123 11.67829845628996 ag
-3.81807560221674 -11.67829845628996 -7.70132661220123 ag
11.67829845628996 7.70132661220123 -3.81807560221674 ag
-7.70132661220123 11.67829845628996 -3.81807560221674 ag
-11.67829845628996 -7.70132661220123 -3.81807560221674 ag
7.70132661220123 -11.67829845628996 -3.81807560221674 ag
7.70132661220123 -3.81807560221674 11.67829845628996 ag
11.67829845628996 -3.81807560221673 -7.70132661220123 ag
-7.70132661220123 -3.81807560221673 -11.67829845628996 ag
-11.67829845628996 -3.81807560221674 7.70132661220123 ag
-11.53308797210180 0.00000000000000 11.53308797210181 ag
-11.53308797210181 0.00000000000000 -11.53308797210180 ag
11.53308797210181 0.00000000000000 -11.53308797210180 ag
0.00000000000000 -11.53308797210181 11.53308797210181 ag
0.00000000000000 -11.53308797210181 -11.53308797210180 ag
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0.00000000000000 11.53308797210180 -11.53308797210181 ag
0.00000000000000 11.53308797210180 11.53308797210181 ag
-11.53308797210181 -11.53308797210180 0.00000000000000 ag
11.53308797210180 -11.53308797210181 0.00000000000000 ag
11.53308797210180 11.53308797210181 0.00000000000000 ag
-11.53308797210180 11.53308797210181 0.00000000000000 ag
Ag147, Ih
0.00000000000000 0.00000000000000 0.00000000000000 ag
3.82045078209924 2.77571996934644 2.36116843568345 ag
7.64404026047949 5.55372033502353 4.72427669234893 ag
3.86912982149813 2.81108736169218 7.73825964299625 ag
11.47549293272180 8.33743364544735 7.09224467008128 ag
11.63227844821723 2.78912189813482 7.18914344760113 ag
7.90705412657280 0.00000000000000 10.35046822712636 ag
0.00000000000000 0.00000000000000 5.27973312851503 ag
3.82045078209924 -2.77571996934644 2.36116843568345 ag
4.72233687136690 0.00000000000000 -2.36116843568345 ag
1.45928234641579 4.49120925365436 -2.36116843568345 ag
-1.45928234641579 4.49120925365436 2.36116843568345 ag
-4.72233687136690 0.00000000000000 2.36116843568345 ag
-1.45928234641579 -4.49120925365436 2.36116843568345 ag
1.45928234641579 -4.49120925365436 -2.36116843568345 ag
0.00000000000000 0.00000000000000 -5.27973312851503 ag
-3.82045078209924 2.77571996934644 -2.36116843568345 ag
-3.82045078209924 -2.77571996934644 -2.36116843568345 ag
0.00000000000000 0.00000000000000 10.56380382861006 ag
7.64404026047949 -5.55372033502353 4.72427669234893 ag
9.44855338469785 0.00000000000000 -4.72427669234893 ag
2.91976356813057 8.98610826607952 -4.72427669234893 ag
-2.91976356813057 8.98610826607952 4.72427669234893 ag
-9.44855338469785 0.00000000000000 4.72427669234893 ag
-2.91976356813057 -8.98610826607952 4.72427669234893 ag
2.91976356813057 -8.98610826607952 -4.72427669234893 ag
0.00000000000000 0.00000000000000 -10.56380382861006 ag
-7.64404026047949 5.55372033502353 -4.72427669234893 ag
-7.64404026047949 -5.55372033502353 -4.72427669234893 ag
7.73825964299625 0.00000000000000 4.78250747314331 ag
8.65163729464144 2.81108736169218 0.00000000000000 ag
5.34700590642460 7.35952225825539 0.00000000000000 ag
2.39125373657166 7.35952225825539 4.78250747314331 ag
3.86912982149813 -2.81108736169218 7.73825964299625 ag
-1.47787608492647 4.54843489656322 7.73825964299625 ag
-4.78250747314331 0.00000000000000 7.73825964299625 ag
-1.47787608492647 -4.54843489656322 7.73825964299625 ag
8.65163729464144 -2.81108736169218 0.00000000000000 ag
2.39125373657166 -7.35952225825539 4.78250747314331 ag
5.34700590642460 -7.35952225825539 0.00000000000000 ag
6.26038355806978 4.54843489656321 -4.78250747314331 ag
6.26038355806978 -4.54843489656321 -4.78250747314331 ag
4.78250747314331 0.00000000000000 -7.73825964299625 ag
0.00000000000000 9.09686979312643 0.00000000000000 ag
1.47787608492647 4.54843489656321 -7.73825964299625 ag
-2.39125373657165 7.35952225825539 -4.78250747314331 ag
-5.34700590642460 7.35952225825539 0.00000000000000 ag
-6.26038355806978 4.54843489656322 4.78250747314331 ag
-6.26038355806978 -4.54843489656322 4.78250747314331 ag
-8.65163729464144 2.81108736169218 0.00000000000000 ag
-8.65163729464144 -2.81108736169218 0.00000000000000 ag
0.00000000000000 -9.09686979312643 0.00000000000000 ag
-5.34700590642460 -7.35952225825539 0.00000000000000 ag
1.47787608492647 -4.54843489656321 -7.73825964299625 ag
-2.39125373657165 -7.35952225825539 -4.78250747314331 ag
-3.86912982149813 2.81108736169218 -7.73825964299625 ag
-3.86912982149813 -2.81108736169218 -7.73825964299625 ag
-7.73825964299625 0.00000000000000 -4.78250747314331 ag
0.00000000000000 0.00000000000000 15.85874119536231 ag
11.47549293272180 -8.33743364544735 7.09224467008128 ag
14.18448934016256 0.00000000000000 -7.09224467008128 ag
4.38324826264051 13.49025101728074 -7.09224467008128 ag
-4.38324826264052 13.49025101728075 7.09224467008128 ag
-14.18448934016256 0.00000000000000 7.09224467008128 ag
-4.38324826264052 -13.49025101728075 7.09224467008128 ag
4.38324826264051 -13.49025101728075 -7.09224467008128 ag
0.00000000000000 0.00000000000000 -15.85874119536231 ag
-11.47549293272180 8.33743364544734 -7.09224467008128 ag
-11.47549293272180 -8.33743364544734 -7.09224467008128 ag
12.55216235176049 5.62023344418242 2.37256879724076 ag
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9.22399112303705 10.20106815162970 2.37256879724076 ag
6.24718427976320 10.20106815162970 7.18914344760113 ag
7.73558770140012 5.62023344418242 10.16595029087498 ag
3.89669074681711 2.83111154604760 13.09860660555948 ag
-1.48840342163692 4.58083470744728 13.09860660555948 ag
-4.81657465036037 0.00000000000000 13.09860660555948 ag
-1.48840342163692 -4.58083470744728 13.09860660555948 ag
3.89669074681711 -2.83111154604760 13.09860660555948 ag
11.63227844821723 -2.78912189813482 7.18914344760113 ag
7.73558770140012 -5.62023344418242 10.16595029087498 ag
6.24718427976320 -10.20106815162970 7.18914344760113 ag
9.22399112303705 -10.20106815162970 2.37256879724076 ag
12.55216235176049 -5.62023344418242 2.37256879724076 ag
13.45840299165900 2.83111154604760 -2.37256879724076 ag
13.45840299165900 -2.83111154604760 -2.37256879724076 ag
11.05011566647882 -4.58083470744728 -7.18914344760113 ag
9.56171224484189 0.00000000000000 -10.16595029087498 ag
11.05011566647882 4.58083470744728 -7.18914344760113 ag
6.85142232579628 11.92484028344364 -2.37256879724076 ag
7.77130622933954 9.09372873739605 -7.18914344760113 ag
2.95473157897917 9.09372873739604 -10.16595029087498 ag
-0.94195916783794 11.92484028344364 -7.18914344760113 ag
1.46632815734225 13.67456344484332 -2.37256879724076 ag
0.94195916783793 11.92484028344364 7.18914344760113 ag
-1.46632815734225 13.67456344484332 2.37256879724076 ag
-6.85142232579628 11.92484028344364 2.37256879724076 ag
-7.77130622933954 9.09372873739605 7.18914344760113 ag
-2.95473157897917 9.09372873739605 10.16595029087498 ag
-9.56171224484189 0.00000000000000 10.16595029087498 ag
-11.05011566647882 4.58083470744728 7.18914344760113 ag
-13.45840299165900 2.83111154604760 2.37256879724076 ag
-13.45840299165900 -2.83111154604760 2.37256879724076 ag
-11.05011566647882 -4.58083470744728 7.18914344760113 ag
0.94195916783793 -11.92484028344364 7.18914344760113 ag
-2.95473157897917 -9.09372873739605 10.16595029087498 ag
-7.77130622933954 -9.09372873739605 7.18914344760113 ag
-6.85142232579628 -11.92484028344364 2.37256879724076 ag
-1.46632815734225 -13.67456344484332 2.37256879724076 ag
7.77130622933954 -9.09372873739605 -7.18914344760113 ag
6.85142232579628 -11.92484028344364 -2.37256879724076 ag
1.46632815734225 -13.67456344484332 -2.37256879724076 ag
-0.94195916783794 -11.92484028344364 -7.18914344760113 ag
2.95473157897917 -9.09372873739604 -10.16595029087498 ag
1.48840342163692 4.58083470744728 -13.09860660555948 ag
4.81657465036037 0.00000000000000 -13.09860660555948 ag
1.48840342163692 -4.58083470744728 -13.09860660555948 ag
-3.89669074681711 -2.83111154604760 -13.09860660555948 ag
-3.89669074681711 2.83111154604760 -13.09860660555948 ag
-9.22399112303704 10.20106815162970 -2.37256879724076 ag
-6.24718427976320 10.20106815162970 -7.18914344760113 ag
-7.73558770140012 5.62023344418242 -10.16595029087498 ag
-11.63227844821723 2.78912189813482 -7.18914344760113 ag
-12.55216235176049 5.62023344418242 -2.37256879724076 ag
-9.22399112303704 -10.20106815162970 -2.37256879724076 ag
-12.55216235176049 -5.62023344418242 -2.37256879724076 ag
-11.63227844821723 -2.78912189813482 -7.18914344760113 ag
-7.73558770140012 -5.62023344418242 -10.16595029087498 ag
-6.24718427976320 -10.20106815162970 -7.18914344760113 ag
12.79388232767991 0.00000000000000 2.44341410055355 ag
10.35046822712635 7.52005535177555 -2.44341410055355 ag
3.95352706328640 12.16770515645339 2.44341410055355 ag
2.44341410055355 7.52005535177555 10.35046822712636 ag
-6.39694116383995 4.64764980467784 10.35046822712636 ag
-6.39694116383995 -4.64764980467784 10.35046822712636 ag
2.44341410055355 -7.52005535177555 10.35046822712636 ag
3.95352706328640 -12.16770515645339 2.44341410055355 ag
10.35046822712635 -7.52005535177555 -2.44341410055355 ag
6.39694116383995 -4.64764980467783 -10.35046822712636 ag
6.39694116383995 4.64764980467783 -10.35046822712636 ag
-2.44341410055355 7.52005535177555 -10.35046822712635 ag
-3.95352706328640 12.16770515645339 -2.44341410055355 ag
-10.35046822712635 7.52005535177555 2.44341410055355 ag
-12.79388232767990 0.00000000000000 -2.44341410055355 ag
-10.35046822712635 -7.52005535177555 2.44341410055355 ag
-3.95352706328640 -12.16770515645338 -2.44341410055355 ag
-2.44341410055355 -7.52005535177555 -10.35046822712635 ag
-7.90705412657280 0.00000000000000 -10.35046822712635 ag
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Ag309, Oh
0.00000000000000 0.00000000000000 0.00000000000000 ag
3.99296429564479 0.00000000000000 3.99296429564479 ag
7.77723029159856 0.00000000000000 0.00000000000000 ag
7.91310746789731 0.00000000000000 7.91310746789731 ag
7.96723073974024 -4.04211703956813 4.04211703956813 ag
11.65681538593027 0.00000000000000 3.92068900706850 ag
7.95088066728632 -7.95088066728632 7.95088066728632 ag
11.73576592950805 -3.93445527549841 7.83319299342999 ag
11.68311435796249 0.00000000000000 11.68311435796249 ag
-3.99296429564479 0.00000000000000 3.99296429564479 ag
-3.99296429564479 0.00000000000000 -3.99296429564479 ag
3.99296429564479 0.00000000000000 -3.99296429564479 ag
0.00000000000000 -3.99296429564479 3.99296429564479 ag
0.00000000000000 -3.99296429564479 -3.99296429564479 ag
0.00000000000000 3.99296429564479 -3.99296429564479 ag
0.00000000000000 3.99296429564479 3.99296429564479 ag
-3.99296429564479 -3.99296429564479 0.00000000000000 ag
3.99296429564479 -3.99296429564479 0.00000000000000 ag
3.99296429564479 3.99296429564479 0.00000000000000 ag
-3.99296429564479 3.99296429564479 0.00000000000000 ag
0.00000000000000 0.00000000000000 7.77723029159856 ag
-7.77723029159856 0.00000000000000 0.00000000000000 ag
0.00000000000000 0.00000000000000 -7.77723029159856 ag
0.00000000000000 -7.77723029159856 0.00000000000000 ag
0.00000000000000 7.77723029159856 0.00000000000000 ag
-7.91310746789731 0.00000000000000 7.91310746789731 ag
-7.91310746789731 0.00000000000000 -7.91310746789731 ag
7.91310746789731 0.00000000000000 -7.91310746789731 ag
0.00000000000000 -7.91310746789731 7.91310746789731 ag
0.00000000000000 -7.91310746789731 -7.91310746789731 ag
0.00000000000000 7.91310746789731 -7.91310746789731 ag
0.00000000000000 7.91310746789731 7.91310746789731 ag
-7.91310746789731 -7.91310746789731 0.00000000000000 ag
7.91310746789731 -7.91310746789731 0.00000000000000 ag
7.91310746789731 7.91310746789731 0.00000000000000 ag
-7.91310746789731 7.91310746789731 0.00000000000000 ag
-4.04211703956813 -4.04211703956813 7.96723073974024 ag
-7.96723073974024 -4.04211703956813 -4.04211703956813 ag
4.04211703956813 -4.04211703956813 -7.96723073974024 ag
4.04211703956813 -4.04211703956813 7.96723073974024 ag
4.04211703956813 -7.96723073974024 -4.04211703956813 ag
4.04211703956813 4.04211703956813 -7.96723073974024 ag
4.04211703956813 7.96723073974024 4.04211703956813 ag
-7.96723073974024 -4.04211703956813 4.04211703956813 ag
4.04211703956813 -7.96723073974024 4.04211703956813 ag
7.96723073974024 4.04211703956813 4.04211703956813 ag
-4.04211703956813 7.96723073974024 4.04211703956813 ag
-4.04211703956813 -4.04211703956813 -7.96723073974024 ag
-4.04211703956813 -7.96723073974024 4.04211703956813 ag
-4.04211703956813 4.04211703956813 7.96723073974024 ag
-4.04211703956813 7.96723073974024 -4.04211703956813 ag
7.96723073974024 -4.04211703956813 -4.04211703956813 ag
-4.04211703956813 -7.96723073974024 -4.04211703956813 ag
-7.96723073974024 4.04211703956813 -4.04211703956813 ag
4.04211703956813 7.96723073974024 -4.04211703956813 ag
4.04211703956813 4.04211703956813 7.96723073974024 ag
7.96723073974024 4.04211703956813 -4.04211703956813 ag
-4.04211703956813 4.04211703956813 -7.96723073974024 ag
-7.96723073974024 4.04211703956813 4.04211703956813 ag
-3.92068900706850 0.00000000000000 11.65681538593027 ag
-11.65681538593027 0.00000000000000 -3.92068900706850 ag
3.92068900706850 0.00000000000000 -11.65681538593027 ag
0.00000000000000 -3.92068900706850 11.65681538593027 ag
0.00000000000000 -11.65681538593027 -3.92068900706850 ag
0.00000000000000 3.92068900706850 -11.65681538593027 ag
0.00000000000000 11.65681538593027 3.92068900706850 ag
-11.65681538593027 -3.92068900706850 0.00000000000000 ag
3.92068900706850 -11.65681538593027 0.00000000000000 ag
11.65681538593027 3.92068900706850 0.00000000000000 ag
-3.92068900706850 11.65681538593027 0.00000000000000 ag
0.00000000000000 -3.92068900706850 -11.65681538593027 ag
0.00000000000000 -11.65681538593027 3.92068900706850 ag
0.00000000000000 3.92068900706850 11.65681538593027 ag
0.00000000000000 11.65681538593027 -3.92068900706850 ag
11.65681538593027 -3.92068900706850 0.00000000000000 ag
-3.92068900706850 -11.65681538593027 0.00000000000000 ag
-11.65681538593027 3.92068900706850 0.00000000000000 ag
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3.92068900706850 11.65681538593027 0.00000000000000 ag
3.92068900706850 0.00000000000000 11.65681538593027 ag
11.65681538593027 0.00000000000000 -3.92068900706850 ag
-3.92068900706850 0.00000000000000 -11.65681538593027 ag
-11.65681538593027 0.00000000000000 3.92068900706850 ag
-7.95088066728632 -7.95088066728632 7.95088066728632 ag
-7.95088066728632 -7.95088066728632 -7.95088066728632 ag
7.95088066728632 -7.95088066728632 -7.95088066728632 ag
7.95088066728632 7.95088066728632 -7.95088066728632 ag
7.95088066728632 7.95088066728632 7.95088066728632 ag
-7.95088066728632 7.95088066728632 7.95088066728632 ag
-7.95088066728632 7.95088066728632 -7.95088066728632 ag
-7.83319299342999 -3.93445527549841 11.73576592950805 ag
-11.73576592950805 -3.93445527549841 -7.83319299342999 ag
7.83319299342999 -3.93445527549841 -11.73576592950805 ag
3.93445527549841 -7.83319299342999 11.73576592950805 ag
3.93445527549841 -11.73576592950805 -7.83319299342999 ag
3.93445527549841 7.83319299342999 -11.73576592950805 ag
3.93445527549841 11.73576592950805 7.83319299342999 ag
-11.73576592950805 -7.83319299342999 3.93445527549841 ag
7.83319299342999 -11.73576592950805 3.93445527549841 ag
11.73576592950805 7.83319299342999 3.93445527549841 ag
-7.83319299342999 11.73576592950805 3.93445527549841 ag
-3.93445527549841 -7.83319299342999 -11.73576592950805 ag
-3.93445527549841 -11.73576592950805 7.83319299342999 ag
-3.93445527549841 7.83319299342999 11.73576592950805 ag
-3.93445527549841 11.73576592950805 -7.83319299342999 ag
11.73576592950805 -7.83319299342999 -3.93445527549841 ag
-7.83319299342999 -11.73576592950805 -3.93445527549841 ag
-11.73576592950805 7.83319299342999 -3.93445527549841 ag
7.83319299342999 11.73576592950805 -3.93445527549841 ag
7.83319299342999 3.93445527549841 11.73576592950805 ag
11.73576592950805 3.93445527549841 -7.83319299342999 ag
-7.83319299342999 3.93445527549841 -11.73576592950805 ag
-11.73576592950805 3.93445527549841 7.83319299342999 ag
11.73576592950805 3.93445527549841 7.83319299342999 ag
-7.83319299342999 3.93445527549841 11.73576592950805 ag
-11.73576592950805 3.93445527549841 -7.83319299342999 ag
7.83319299342999 3.93445527549841 -11.73576592950805 ag
3.93445527549841 7.83319299342999 11.73576592950805 ag
3.93445527549841 11.73576592950805 -7.83319299342999 ag
3.93445527549841 -7.83319299342999 -11.73576592950805 ag
3.93445527549841 -11.73576592950805 7.83319299342999 ag
-11.73576592950805 7.83319299342999 3.93445527549841 ag
7.83319299342999 11.73576592950805 3.93445527549841 ag
11.73576592950805 -7.83319299342999 3.93445527549841 ag
-7.83319299342999 -11.73576592950805 3.93445527549841 ag
-3.93445527549841 7.83319299342999 -11.73576592950805 ag
-3.93445527549841 11.73576592950805 7.83319299342999 ag
-3.93445527549841 -7.83319299342999 11.73576592950805 ag
-3.93445527549841 -11.73576592950805 -7.83319299342999 ag
11.73576592950805 7.83319299342999 -3.93445527549841 ag
-7.83319299342999 11.73576592950805 -3.93445527549841 ag
-11.73576592950805 -7.83319299342999 -3.93445527549841 ag
7.83319299342999 -11.73576592950805 -3.93445527549841 ag
7.83319299342999 -3.93445527549841 11.73576592950805 ag
11.73576592950805 -3.93445527549841 -7.83319299342999 ag
-7.83319299342999 -3.93445527549841 -11.73576592950805 ag
-11.73576592950805 -3.93445527549841 7.83319299342999 ag
-11.68311435796249 0.00000000000000 11.68311435796249 ag
-11.68311435796249 0.00000000000000 -11.68311435796249 ag
11.68311435796249 0.00000000000000 -11.68311435796249 ag
0.00000000000000 -11.68311435796249 11.68311435796249 ag
0.00000000000000 -11.68311435796249 -11.68311435796249 ag
0.00000000000000 11.68311435796249 -11.68311435796249 ag
0.00000000000000 11.68311435796249 11.68311435796249 ag
-11.68311435796249 -11.68311435796249 0.00000000000000 ag
11.68311435796249 -11.68311435796249 0.00000000000000 ag
11.68311435796249 11.68311435796249 0.00000000000000 ag
-11.68311435796249 11.68311435796249 0.00000000000000 ag
0.00000000000000 0.00000000000000 15.41293653753211 ag
15.41293653753211 0.00000000000000 0.00000000000000 ag
0.00000000000000 15.41293653753211 0.00000000000000 ag
-15.41293653753211 0.00000000000000 0.00000000000000 ag
0.00000000000000 -15.41293653753211 0.00000000000000 ag
0.00000000000000 0.00000000000000 -15.41293653753211 ag
0.00000000000000 7.78121768578453 15.46981023598039 ag
-7.78121768578453 0.00000000000000 15.46981023598039 ag
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0.00000000000000 -7.78121768578453 15.46981023598039 ag
7.78121768578453 0.00000000000000 15.46981023598039 ag
15.46981023598039 0.00000000000000 7.78121768578453 ag
15.46981023598039 -7.78121768578453 0.00000000000000 ag
15.46981023598039 0.00000000000000 -7.78121768578453 ag
15.46981023598039 7.78121768578453 0.00000000000000 ag
0.00000000000000 15.46981023598039 7.78121768578453 ag
7.78121768578453 15.46981023598039 0.00000000000000 ag
0.00000000000000 15.46981023598039 -7.78121768578453 ag
-7.78121768578453 15.46981023598039 0.00000000000000 ag
-15.46981023598039 0.00000000000000 7.78121768578453 ag
-15.46981023598039 7.78121768578453 0.00000000000000 ag
-15.46981023598039 0.00000000000000 -7.78121768578453 ag
-15.46981023598039 -7.78121768578453 0.00000000000000 ag
0.00000000000000 -15.46981023598039 7.78121768578453 ag
-7.78121768578454 -15.46981023598039 0.00000000000000 ag
0.00000000000000 -15.46981023598039 -7.78121768578453 ag
7.78121768578453 -15.46981023598039 0.00000000000000 ag
7.78121768578453 0.00000000000000 -15.46981023598039 ag
0.00000000000000 -7.78121768578453 -15.46981023598039 ag
-7.78121768578453 0.00000000000000 -15.46981023598039 ag
0.00000000000000 7.78121768578453 -15.46981023598039 ag
7.75227622729398 7.75227622729398 15.44071568081940 ag
-7.75227622729398 7.75227622729398 15.44071568081940 ag
-7.75227622729398 -7.75227622729398 15.44071568081940 ag
7.75227622729398 -7.75227622729398 15.44071568081940 ag
15.44071568081940 7.75227622729398 7.75227622729398 ag
15.44071568081940 -7.75227622729398 7.75227622729398 ag
15.44071568081940 -7.75227622729398 -7.75227622729398 ag
15.44071568081940 7.75227622729398 -7.75227622729398 ag
-7.75227622729398 15.44071568081940 7.75227622729398 ag
7.75227622729398 15.44071568081940 7.75227622729398 ag
7.75227622729398 15.44071568081940 -7.75227622729398 ag
-7.75227622729398 15.44071568081940 -7.75227622729398 ag
-15.44071568081940 -7.75227622729398 7.75227622729398 ag
-15.44071568081940 7.75227622729398 7.75227622729398 ag
-15.44071568081940 7.75227622729398 -7.75227622729398 ag
-15.44071568081940 -7.75227622729398 -7.75227622729398 ag
7.75227622729398 -15.44071568081940 7.75227622729398 ag
-7.75227622729398 -15.44071568081940 7.75227622729398 ag
-7.75227622729398 -15.44071568081940 -7.75227622729398 ag
7.75227622729398 -15.44071568081940 -7.75227622729398 ag
7.75227622729398 7.75227622729398 -15.44071568081940 ag
7.75227622729398 -7.75227622729398 -15.44071568081940 ag
-7.75227622729398 -7.75227622729398 -15.44071568081940 ag
-7.75227622729398 7.75227622729398 -15.44071568081940 ag
15.33089185893840 0.00000000000000 15.33089185893840 ag
0.00000000000000 15.33089185893840 15.33089185893840 ag
-15.33089185893840 0.00000000000000 15.33089185893840 ag
0.00000000000000 -15.33089185893840 15.33089185893840 ag
15.33089185893840 15.33089185893840 0.00000000000000 ag
15.33089185893840 -15.33089185893840 0.00000000000000 ag
15.33089185893840 0.00000000000000 -15.33089185893840 ag
-15.33089185893840 15.33089185893840 0.00000000000000 ag
0.00000000000000 15.33089185893840 -15.33089185893840 ag
-15.33089185893840 -15.33089185893840 0.00000000000000 ag
-15.33089185893840 0.00000000000000 -15.33089185893840 ag
0.00000000000000 -15.33089185893840 -15.33089185893840 ag
15.46416218019314 3.87721848123195 3.87721848123195 ag
-3.87721848123195 15.46416218019314 3.87721848123195 ag
-15.46416218019314 -3.87721848123195 3.87721848123195 ag
3.87721848123195 -15.46416218019314 3.87721848123195 ag
3.87721848123195 15.46416218019314 3.87721848123195 ag
3.87721848123195 -3.87721848123195 15.46416218019314 ag
3.87721848123195 -15.46416218019314 -3.87721848123195 ag
3.87721848123195 3.87721848123195 -15.46416218019314 ag
-15.46416218019314 3.87721848123195 3.87721848123195 ag
3.87721848123195 3.87721848123195 15.46416218019314 ag
15.46416218019314 3.87721848123195 -3.87721848123195 ag
-3.87721848123195 3.87721848123195 -15.46416218019314 ag
-3.87721848123195 -15.46416218019314 3.87721848123195 ag
-3.87721848123195 3.87721848123195 15.46416218019314 ag
-3.87721848123195 15.46416218019314 -3.87721848123195 ag
-3.87721848123195 -3.87721848123195 -15.46416218019314 ag
15.46416218019314 -3.87721848123195 3.87721848123195 ag
-3.87721848123195 -3.87721848123195 15.46416218019314 ag
-15.46416218019314 -3.87721848123195 -3.87721848123195 ag
3.87721848123195 -3.87721848123195 -15.46416218019314 ag
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3.87721848123195 15.46416218019314 -3.87721848123195 ag
15.46416218019314 -3.87721848123195 -3.87721848123195 ag
-3.87721848123195 -15.46416218019314 -3.87721848123195 ag
-15.46416218019314 3.87721848123195 -3.87721848123195 ag
7.88359925435234 -11.77664021977217 -11.77664021977217 ag
11.77664021977217 7.88359925435234 -11.77664021977217 ag
-7.88359925435234 11.77664021977217 -11.77664021977217 ag
-11.77664021977217 -7.88359925435234 -11.77664021977217 ag
-11.77664021977217 7.88359925435234 -11.77664021977217 ag
-11.77664021977217 11.77664021977217 7.88359925435234 ag
-11.77664021977217 -7.88359925435234 11.77664021977217 ag
-11.77664021977217 -11.77664021977217 -7.88359925435234 ag
-7.88359925435234 -11.77664021977217 -11.77664021977217 ag
-11.77664021977217 -11.77664021977217 7.88359925435234 ag
7.88359925435234 -11.77664021977217 11.77664021977217 ag
11.77664021977217 -11.77664021977217 -7.88359925435234 ag
11.77664021977217 -7.88359925435234 -11.77664021977217 ag
11.77664021977217 -11.77664021977217 7.88359925435234 ag
11.77664021977217 7.88359925435234 11.77664021977217 ag
11.77664021977217 11.77664021977217 -7.88359925435234 ag
7.88359925435234 11.77664021977217 -11.77664021977217 ag
11.77664021977217 11.77664021977217 7.88359925435234 ag
-7.88359925435234 11.77664021977217 11.77664021977217 ag
-11.77664021977217 11.77664021977217 -7.88359925435234 ag
-11.77664021977217 7.88359925435234 11.77664021977217 ag
7.88359925435234 11.77664021977217 11.77664021977217 ag
11.77664021977217 -7.88359925435234 11.77664021977217 ag
-7.88359925435234 -11.77664021977217 11.77664021977217 ag
15.46332495032593 11.59815622762989 3.89117964923272 ag
-11.59815622762989 15.46332495032593 3.89117964923272 ag
-15.46332495032593 -11.59815622762989 3.89117964923272 ag
11.59815622762986 -15.46332495032593 3.89117964923272 ag
3.89117964923272 15.46332495032593 11.59815622762989 ag
3.89117964923272 -11.59815622762989 15.46332495032593 ag
3.89117964923272 -15.46332495032593 -11.59815622762989 ag
3.89117964923272 11.59815622762986 -15.46332495032593 ag
-15.46332495032593 3.89117964923272 11.59815622762989 ag
11.59815622762989 3.89117964923272 15.46332495032593 ag
15.46332495032593 3.89117964923272 -11.59815622762989 ag
-11.59815622762986 3.89117964923272 -15.46332495032593 ag
-3.89117964923272 -15.46332495032593 11.59815622762989 ag
-3.89117964923271 11.59815622762989 15.46332495032593 ag
-3.89117964923271 15.46332495032593 -11.59815622762989 ag
-3.89117964923272 -11.59815622762986 -15.46332495032593 ag
15.46332495032593 -3.89117964923272 11.59815622762989 ag
-11.59815622762989 -3.89117964923271 15.46332495032593 ag
-15.46332495032593 -3.89117964923271 -11.59815622762989 ag
11.59815622762986 -3.89117964923272 -15.46332495032593 ag
11.59815622762989 15.46332495032593 -3.89117964923272 ag
15.46332495032593 -11.59815622762989 -3.89117964923271 ag
-11.59815622762989 -15.46332495032593 -3.89117964923271 ag
-15.46332495032593 11.59815622762986 -3.89117964923272 ag
15.46332495032593 11.59815622762989 -3.89117964923272 ag
-11.59815622762989 15.46332495032593 -3.89117964923272 ag
-15.46332495032593 -11.59815622762989 -3.89117964923272 ag
11.59815622762986 -15.46332495032593 -3.89117964923272 ag
3.89117964923272 15.46332495032593 -11.59815622762989 ag
3.89117964923272 -11.59815622762989 -15.46332495032593 ag
3.89117964923272 -15.46332495032593 11.59815622762989 ag
3.89117964923272 11.59815622762986 15.46332495032593 ag
-15.46332495032593 3.89117964923272 -11.59815622762989 ag
11.59815622762989 3.89117964923272 -15.46332495032593 ag
15.46332495032593 3.89117964923272 11.59815622762989 ag
-11.59815622762986 3.89117964923272 15.46332495032593 ag
-3.89117964923272 -15.46332495032593 -11.59815622762989 ag
-3.89117964923271 11.59815622762989 -15.46332495032593 ag
-3.89117964923271 15.46332495032593 11.59815622762989 ag
-3.89117964923272 -11.59815622762986 15.46332495032593 ag
15.46332495032593 -3.89117964923272 -11.59815622762989 ag
-11.59815622762989 -3.89117964923271 -15.46332495032593 ag
-15.46332495032593 -3.89117964923271 11.59815622762989 ag
11.59815622762986 -3.89117964923272 15.46332495032593 ag
11.59815622762989 15.46332495032593 3.89117964923272 ag
15.46332495032593 -11.59815622762989 3.89117964923271 ag
-11.59815622762989 -15.46332495032593 3.89117964923271 ag
-15.46332495032593 11.59815622762986 3.89117964923272 ag
======================================================================
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